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PREFACE
The ostraka published in this volume were all purchased
at Luxor within the last decade. They belong to three
collections: (1) The University of Amsterdam, which owns
most of those published here, and the entirety of whose
collection is published; (2) the private collection of R.
Demaree; and (3) a few pieces in the private collection of
K.A. Worp. Those belonging to the University are given
inventory numbers without prefix; the others are given
numbers prefixed with D. and W., respectively. There is no
stated provenance for any of the ostraka, but some can be
determined from internal evidence to come from the Theban
region, while none gives indication of a source elsewhere.
We would like to thank Jean Hingen, who read the manu-
script of a portion of this work in an earlier form and
offered some helpful suggestions, and John C. Shelton, who
read the final draft of the book and improved it at many
points, particularly 6 and 53.
March, 1976
EDITORIAL METHODS
The editorial practice used in this volume is, in the
main, that of the Leiden convention followed in most
editions of papyrus and ostrakon texts, with ( ) indicating
the resolution of an abbreviation or symbol, [ ] a lacuna,
[[ ]] a deletion in the original, <^  /• an omission in the
original, •{ } superfluous letters, ... the number of letters
not read, and [...] the number of letters not restored in a
lacuna. We have resolved abbreviations and symbols except
for numerals and signs for denominations of coinage. The
apparatus and notes provide standard spellings for words
which are written according to contemporary pronunciation,
except in cases where there is no likelihood of confusion
(as in simple cases of iotacism) and in proper names.
Papyrological references follow the abbreviations listed
in BASF 11 (1974) 1-35; texts in the present volume are
cited by italicized numbers. All dates are A.D. if no
other indication is given; a and p are used with Roman
numerals to represent centuries before ana of the present
era.
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SUB-LITERARY TEXT
Inv. 50
1. School Exercise
4x6.5 cm.
This text shows part of a typical exercise, in which
the student wrote all of the permutations of initial
consonants with a following vowel (cf. H.I. Marrou, Histoire
de l'éducation dans l'antiquité [Paris 1965] 231). While
only a small piece is missing at the left side and bottom,
the ostrakon was probably much larger at the right side,
but we cannot tell at what consonant the exercise continued
onto another sherd or was stopped. A number of parallel
examples are attested; see 0. Guéraud, Un livre d'écolier
(Publ.Soc.Fouad II), pp. 1-2 and plate I (lines 1-8); O.SOM
I 65, introd.; G. Zalateo, "Papiri scolastici," Aegyptus
41 (1961) 160-235.
Y« [6a]
ye [6e]
[ ß i ] Y i 6 [ i ]
[ßo] YO 6[o]
[3u] vu [ou]
PTOLEMAIC TEXTS
2. Receipt for Ennomion
Inv. 2 6.4 x 4.8 cm.
Published: Cd'E 45 (1970) 325-7.
This text appears to preserve a receipt form prepared
in advance but never completed for use. The first line, of
which now only traces are visible, probably contained the
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year, month, and day; the surviving lines give us the name
of the collector and his tax. Presumably the payer's name
and amount would have been added when the receipt was issued.
A fuller discussion of this point is given in the first
publication.
Traces
TO
TOO TIEpL 8l| (ßaG) E L £ TO
Asklepiades, contractor for the ennomion for the (nome of
the) Theban region for the 7th year.
2. The efjE lAncpo-TES of various taxes commonly use the
letter form in their receipts, cf. Wilcken, WO I, pp. 61 ff.
Asklepiades the contractor is not previously attested. For
the form in which he describes his office, cf. e.g. P.Ryl.
IV 575, SB VI 9552, 9623, O.Edf. 365.
3. For êvvóut-ov see the note in the first publication
and cf. the views expressed in the introductions to O.ROM
II 74 and 284.
4. The ostrakon is damaged where the reading is dotted.
There is no precise parallel for the citation of the place
name after the name of this tax in the title of a collector;
there is a partial parallel in the giving of this place
name after this tax in WO 1510.
3 . Receipt for a Money Tax
Inv. D.12 7.9 x 5.5 cm. 13 March 139 B.C.
("ETOUS) Aa MEXEÙP KO. Té(TCXKTai)
[Tf|v] êv ALÔQ Ttó(XeL) THL UEtyaXriL) Tpà(neCav) êcp'
[ELS T^iv exa] TOOT^IV naaiHpâ-
[Trie + 9 l.axEtove...
[ + 5 6iax.i.AL] as, (YLVOVTO.L) 'B.
PTOLEMAIC TEXTS 3
Year 31, Mecheir 21, Pasikrates ... paid to [the] bank in
Diospolis Magna, over which Herakleides (is in charge), [to
the] one percent (tax) ... (drachmas) two thousand, that
is, 2000.
2. The banker Herakleides is known from years 30 to
41 of Ptolemy VIII; see WO 347-349, 1515 and O.Bodl. 68,
69, 79.
Inv. D.9
4. Receipt for a Money Tax
10.8 x 8.5 cm. lia
("ETOUQ) ia ïlaxuv
[...].pi e Mavpéouc
[ 1.6
1. The absence of an exact date is curious, and the
formula (such as is preserved) does not appear to resemble
those for monthly payments such as O.Bodl. 127.
2. It is uncertain if the ink at the end of this line
represents something washed out, ink from below the line
smeared up, or something else. For this genitive of the
uncommon name Mavpfls, cf. Mayser, Grammatik 1.2, par. 63,
Ann. 6.
3. Possibly ]v6 as a date to year 54, in which case
read in line 1 (exoue) a.
4. The order of words here does not support any notion
that the tax paid is the Té(Ao£) TÓTE.OU iJjiX(oö) of P.Teb.
II 280.5-6 (126 B.C.), where a sales tax of 10 percent is
in question. The evidence for the TéAos ÔOÛA.OU, which
would be open to the same objection, comes from the Roman
period, cf. Bagnall's references in the Youtie Festschr-ift.
5. Receipt for Grain
Inv. 1 8 x 10 cm.
Published: Cd'E 45 (1970) 325. I
107 B.C.
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"ETOUS i- naxcbv e i_ie (uéTprixev) i (SToug) Meu(voveîœv)
WEVU.ÏVLÇ; uavoùcpuos
nupoO flut-(au) (YLveTcu) (nupoO apTaßric) /. 'EpuLa(e)
Year 10, Pachon 5. Psenminis son of Panouphis has paid for
the 10th year for the Memnoneia half (an artaba) of wheat,
that is, 1/2 art. wh. Hermias.
1. Pachon 5 = 21 May.
3. The signer Hermias is also signer of O.Bodl. 206
(cf. WO 713 and 1500), which secures the dating of our
ostrakon. Below this line there is a blank space of 6 cm.
Inv. 75
6. Receipt
i.l x 9.5 cm. lia
This is apparently a receipt for delivery of grain for
two persons by someone else; too much is lost to allow
translation, but the sense was approximately, "Delivered
by NN son of Pemmous... 13 3/4 art. Demetrios son of NN,
delivered by NN, 13 3/4 art."
[ - - - Une]P TOÜ K (ÊTOU£) Ö£
[NN - - - ] neuuoüs
[ - - - - ] (nupoO apTdßaQ) öéna Tpeïg
[/d - - ] ( Y L V O V T O . L ) t.y L à.
[NN - - ]eX.6uoe e . . e ( ) a,£ 'E..
[ - - ] (iiupoO apraßae) L Y /d
(TiupoO apTaßai) L y /d-
Demotic
PTOLEMAIC TEXTS
Inv. D . 4
7. Receipt
8.5 x 11.8 cm. Ha
The main text of nine or more (the bottom is very dark
and faded) lines stands on the convex side, but there are
scattered bits of writing on the concave side as well.
"ETOUS XY MexLp (•£ napa-
ÔéÔCOKEV E L S TO ÊV A L O £ T l ( Ó A e i )
Sapantov 4 - + 13 -
unep TÜV êv - + 9 -
........ ùnèp TOO xß STOUS (?)
Traces of three more lines
1-2. The verb napaoéöcoxev appears commonly in Ptolemaic
receipts for chaff (e.g. O.Bodl. 230-241).
3. SaporiLov: We are certainly dealing with a temple
of Sarapis, since the festival of the Sarapeia is always
(like other festivals) referred to in the plural (see for
this festival F. Bilabel, "Die gräko-ägyptische Feste,"
N.Reidelb.Jahrb. 1929, 49). The phi which follows is
probably the start of a person's name; perhaps <SUOL£
Wevuxivôou.
TEXTS CONCERNING THE ROMAN ARMY AND
POLICE ADMINISTRATION
There is no reason to believe that these fourteen
texts, 8-21, constitute an archive, properly speaking, but
they have many interconnections, the chief of which is a
concern with stationes and guard duty. One of the principal
tasks of the Roman army in the countryside of Egypt was
providing police protection to the country. The best
exposition of this system remains that of J. Lesquier,
Recherches sur l'armée romaine en Egypte (Cairo 1918) 235-7.
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Wilcken, Gvundzttge 413-4, is also helpful; the discussion
which follows is based on these, on other works to be cited,
and on Bagnall's work to be published in volume 3 of Illinois
Classical Studies, where these topics will be treated in
more detail.
Security was provided by a network of stationes, mil-
itary police posts located with a density varying according
to geography and demography. In charge would be an officer
(centurions, decurions, principales., optionee, and bene-
fiaiarii are all attested), often called the stationarius,
with a small detachment of soldiers under him. The refer-
ences for these officers and their posts which have accumu-
lated since Lesquier wrote have been collected by R. Rémondon,
Cd'E 27 (1952) 197 and S. Daris, Aegyptus 37 (1957) 101-2.
Various assignments of men to posts appear in 8-15.
In 8 we are dealing with lists of posts and the men placed
in them on different days. Fragment a-b, as far as we can
reconstruct it, gave a list of men assigned to stationes, or
of stationavii (other lists use both words) for the 20th,
21st and 22nd days of an unknown month, at Hebeion, Ision,
and Palaia Kome; the names of the men are almost entirely
lost. We cannot observe, in consequence, the principle of
rotation used, nor the status of the personnel.
Fragment d appears to be concerned with the same three
stationes, as appears in Column II, where the shift for
Phamenoth 6 for the same 3 places is given; this time two
names are given, Petosiris and Apolinarius. It is not clear
whether what precedes these entries in this column pertains
to the same column or to Column I, where a distinction
between dvco and ndTO) at the Ision is made in the listing for
Phamenoth 1. Among the watchmen are Aelius Strictor, Pate-
nephotes and Maximus son of Arianus.
Fragment e appears to contain two different items. In
Column I a list is given by date (16th-21st) of stationes.
Most of the names are lost, but the stationes are numbered
1-4, first in transliterated Latin ordinals, then with
Roman numerals I-IV. A similar list is preserved in 9,
where four numbered stations again appear (the text is other-
wise too damaged to allow an assessment of a possible
connection). Column II, on the other hand, is a list of
vectigaliones from the 1st to 15th. There are two posts,
dvti) and Kdzu, and two pairs of vectigaliones. The pairs
alternate and within each pair the men alternate posts
(thus producing an ab, cd, ba, de pattern, repeated four
times in the preserved text). Column III has two of the
same guards on Phamenoth 30, but it is not clear what they
are doing.
A partial parallel to the list of vectigaliones comes
in 13, where there is again an upper/lower distinction,
without any observable repetition of personnel. Column I
of 15 may have been analogous, but it is now mostly lost.
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In 12 we have a list of stationär i i for Tybi 1-3. For the
first two days we have 3 men each, the same on both days
but listed in a different order each time; on the third day
the roster seems to have changed.
In 10 a different term is used, skopelarioi, and we
have a list of eight of them, certainly Egyptians. They
are not the same as stationarii, even though the latter may
well have had dealings with watchtowers. The question of
skopelarioi is discussed in greater detail in Bagnall's
publication of the Florida ostraka (The Florida Ostraka
[Greek Roman and Byzantine Monograph 7: Durham, N.C. 1976]),
where it is concluded that the men were civilians, not
members of the army. For the stationar-ii, however, we must
assume a military status, since they are always military in
other texts. The interrelation of these military and
civilian guards is discussed by Bagnall in the article cited
on page 6.
The letters, 16-19, are imperfectly preserved and
miscellaneous in character, but they all show a connection
of some sort with the military, and they may have come from
the same milieu as the lists. Three have in common that
they come from the cavalry (16, with an eques of the turma
of Herennius; 17 with an eques and a horse; and 18 with a
remarkable horse formula). The centurion of 19, however,
cannot belong to the same units; he can, of course, be a
part of a larger one if this is a cohors equitata of
auxiliaries.
8. Official Records
Inv. 90 Up
We are reasonably confident that Fragments a-b, d and
e all form part of the same pot, although they cannot now
be joined. Fragment a, which is similar in hand and fabric,
is small enough that its association is somewhat dubious,
as the contents are not evident.
Fragment a-b 20 x 15.5 cm.
(There is some writing which we cannot read in the left
margin, at right angle to the text.)
ota...[
vaaat [ ] traces
axoneX[ou .. 'Hßleiou neT.[
4 aKOTieA[ou 'Ha£o]u 'Apeuavolc
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OKOTiéA[ou na] Aeäe Kóy.[riG
'Hßeuo[u
axone Aou 'Ha L [ou
n[aAea£ Kóy.ric
OHOTlé
12 aHO
axo [néAou
Fragment o 9.5 x 4 cm.
Traces
vasat
16 ]TioAETt[
vaaat
] ooipe L o [
20 ]
Fragment d 19 x 14.5 cm.
Column I
[ - - *a] UEVCÛT a
[ - - ] ELOLOU xdTcu
[ - - ] . naAatag KCÓUTIQ
24 [ - - ] ou dvco
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Column II
STpELKTCOp
'Apiavoö
28 aAAayf) axone Awv ŒauevÙT e
IlEToaïpEic axouéXou " H p e C o u
' ATioXeivàpLOQ axonéÀou E L O L O U
. . [ ......... axone] Aou naXeâc K[tôurie]
Fragment e 42 x 32 cm.
Column I
32 [o] TCiTtcoves IQ
[riEToaL ] pete TcpLua
[ ' Anû] ve L Q aEHOvôa
[ACA.E] tç TEpTia
36 [ . . . . ] ü x p E i £ HÓpTa
(2nd hand)
TT
[ 'An. ] ( i )VELQ TipCua
[ - - ] O£H.OÛVTa
40 [ - - ]£ TEPTLCX
m
[ - - le
44 [n£T]oaïpEie
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['Amû] V E L £
[ - - le g
To
48 [n] EToaCpeis M
[ 'A] raiveLe £
[A ]CA.£ i£ H
M
[ - - l .Xeiç S
52 H
'ATtCOVSLS
 H
ACA.EIÇ M
[ . JaAeis
56 [Ile] Toaïpets <
»ta
[ - - ] XOC M
[ - - l S
60 [ - - ] .m. S
H
Column II
(3rd hand)
a
a MovaTiovéç âvco
64 Etouôcûpoe ndTc
ß ApdutüV dvco
[K] Xf| [ulne
y [MouvaTLav] é£
68 [ECaïocopoe] dva)
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6 A[pdxcov] [xdlTCO
E M[ouvo.Tiavóe] [dvco]
72 'laUocopoe]
S Apàxœv dvco
[£] MouvaTiavÓQ
76 'lauocopOQ dvo
TI ApdKcov KdTo
KÀT^unQ dvo
ô MouvaTLavóc dvo
80 'latöwpos xaxo
L Apdxcov dvo
ta MovaTL [avÓQ]
84 ' lOLÔopos dvo
iß Apdxcüv xdTo
KÄr^une dvo
L y MouvaTiavós dvo
88 'laûôcopoe xàro
LÖ Apdxcjv dvo
LE MouvaTLavóc x[dTü)]
92 'laLöcopoc [dvto]
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Column III
(4th hand)
a. .
MovaTtav [EC
96 KOÙ ELat6wp[o£
1. Perhaps aTctTLCùveç or aTaTt-uvàpioL , but the remaining
letters survive only in their bottom tips.
2. By analogy with lines 6 and 10 one would probably
be correct in restoring [óAAayfi K] .
3-4. In these lines we take the names at the ends to
be those of the persons on duty, not the continuations of
the place names.
3. 19. Perhaps this is the name Petosiris, which
appears commonly in this spelling throughout Fragments d
and e .
21-24. It is not clear if we should take these place
names as being the places in which the persons named in
the next column (lines 25-27) are stationed, or whether
there was more information lost to the left. The former
seems to us more likely. In that case we are probably
missing, below Column I, the entries for Phamenoth 2-5, with
Column II then continuing the 6th (in line 28). The one
problem with this theory is that the place names in 22-24
are not quite the same as those in the next column, but
neither group is so well preserved as to allow certainty.
25. Stricter is not listed in Schulze, Zur Geschiahte
lat. Eigennamen; and as a common noun it is cited only from
Cato Maior, De agrïeultura 144, meaning "stripper, plucker".
32. The iota of the numeral is corrected.
62. Neither this word nor any derivative of veotigal
seems to be attested in Greek. Nor is veotigalio attested
in Latin, so far as we know. The dictionaries give one
attestation for veatigal-iarius with the meaning of a
collector of veat-igalia (Firmicius Maternus 3.11.3), and
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that may be the meaning of vectigalio here. In G. Goetz and
G. Goendermann, Corpus Glossari-orum Latinorum II, 453,12, we
find that veatigalium is given as an equivalent of TeAovuov
(Stephanus emended to TEÀÛVLOV). It may be that veotigalio
is to be differentiated from veat-igaliarius in that the
latter is a collector whereas the former is a guard, or
something of that sort; but further speculation does not
appear profitable.
94. The unread letters after alpha may be Xa. or ye.
9. List of Guards (?)
Inv. 11 7.2 x 10.3 cm. Up
Column I
..au-.
0 I TLÔOTÏC
II 'Epi_ua.£
4 III 'Apnoxpa-S
IV
1 I
II Bfjwus
8 III
IV
ia I np.uvos
II Oapuvtoc
12 III 'Apaos
[iv] Neppne
[Iß I . . ] . v
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Column II
rn fi i
16 I[I - - ]
III [ - - ]
IV [ - - ]
To i [ - - ]
20 II . [ ]
III [ - - ]
IV [ - - ]
x I [ - - ]
15. It is not certain if the loss of 23 lines fell
entirely below Column I, or if some are lost above the
remaining portion of Column II.
10. List of Watchtower-Guards
Inv. 48 7.6 x 10.8 cm. Up
See the general introduction for the import of this
document. It is to be noted that almost all of the names
are Egyptian, and there is no one who does not have either
an Egyptian name or an Egyptian patronymic.
HO. T ' dvöpa OTtOTC [eA.apLOL
KaufiTU (s) 6auo( ) .[
"ßfpou
vecü(Tépou) .[
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. [
Bàp3i-A.Xos 'EP ie [we
W. [
3. It is just possible that the last letter before the
break belongs to the patronymic and not to a third name or
designation.
7, 9. We do not know what the dot-like mark before the
names in these lines represents; it is not like the signs
for oexavoc in other texts.
11. List of Stationes
Inv. 49 11.8 x 10 cm. Up
The text evidently lists two persons who occupy the
two stationes of the village; but it is very cryptic and
does not yield much information. There are traces of ink
at the lower right; it is not clear if they are connected
with this text. Perhaps they are to be linked with some
other traces scattered around the surface, which may
belong to an earlier text now erased.
xouris
WevoatpEie
3 'OpOVOCpELC
12. List of Stationavioi,
Inv. 82 9.5 x 8 cm. Up
The first six names represent the same three men twice,
but in a different order the second time. The group changed
with the third day, but not much of that is preserved.
a Tüßu
OTOOT L Uvdp L O [ L ]
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4 NecpcoTiavés
' Apnoxpäe
ß ' AßTTOXPäG
8 NscpcüTiav [ÓG]
[y n] ToAeuaü [oe]
2. The sigma is corrected from delta or beta.
13. List of Guards
Inv. 85 15.5 x 13.8 cm. Up
[Name ] . dy [w]
[6] [Name ] xaToi
[Name ] dvu
4 [E] [Name ] xdtco
[£] cxTopve tAoc dvco
S 'APLCXVÓG dvco
MdiLUOQ HdTul
8 £ nanLOUL G dvw
'EpUELVOe MÄTCÜ
n 'Opéarrie wdTto
naxöu i G dvco
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8. The first letter is corrected.
11. The name is faint but all present.
14. List of Watchmen
Inv. 87 8 . 1 x 7 cm. lip
See the photograph for the physical state of this text.
It appears that we must reckon with two or three stages in
its composition. The text at the right margin, broken off
after about four letters, is plainly anterior to the text
written at right angles to it, with the ostrakon rotated
ninety degrees counterclockwise. A third text is written
in the same orientation as the first, but in smaller letters.
Most of it is lost, with only the right ends of lines
preserved. Probably texts 1 and 3 are both anterior to 2,
and 2 was written only after the original sherd was broken
on three or four sides.
Text 1
XOL[ax
OXOTI
OKOTt I
HETE [
8 XO£CX[H
axontéXou
Text 2
OHOTteXoU "Iß 1C. . [
OMOTiéAou "AtpLC. [
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12 o~HortéA.ou 'laûcov [
naanu [
'EPULVO [
Text 3
16 ] . .
]cpi
] XaTopviAou
] Q
20 ] . ( , £
] . E H . .
] lllUV
1..1C
24 ] ........
16. Possibly Feutvoc or '
15. List of Guards
Inv. 89 20 x 15 cm. lip
Column I
] . dv(c»)
] . Hà(T(j)
] âv(cû)
]
12
16
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K] d,(Tw)
â ] v ( c ù )
Column II
ÖUOLUC
TlpEOLTL
' louXia LTouAtva
ÔUOLWQ
cmonéXou
Kaai
axoTiéÀou [
'ATT. [
I. âv (to) corrected.
10. Read (probably)
II. Iulia Paulina?
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16. Letter
Inv. 46 6.4 x 5.7 cm. lip
Despite its shape and appearance, this ostrakon is
probably complete at left and almost so at right. It is
uncertain whether something is lost at the bottom. At
top much may have been lost.
£-]
6u»ta Aiovuaîcp [ÎTT-]
net TÛpunç 'E-
4 pew L ou wa
Taatriae L
Laopvei.
2. AL corrected.
4-6. We are not certain what the sense of these last
lines is. If one assumes a break after Herennius, perhaps
a new sentence begins xaTaoTT^aeu LQ opvei, thus requiring
the assumption that something is lost at the end.
17. Letter
Inv. 71 7.8 x 9.6 cm. lip
The mention of a cavalryman, a horse, a command, and
the names Maximus and Apolinarius all suggest a military
context here. The sender of the letter appears to inform
his correspondent that a cavalryman had set out for him
on the 10th, in response to his order.
EU [
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Aavapîou inné [cj£
repos aè Tg i [
TÔV LTCTIOV t
éppöadafi ae eûxouai,.]
5. It is not certain whether the participle should be
singular or plural; is Maximus a second soldier or the
decurion of the first? The former is more probable.
18. Private Letter
Inv. 47 4.5 x 4.7 cm. Up
The sherd is broken at both sides but probably
complete at both top and bottom.
[ - - - ] .WTL TiAeCaTO. XO.LP[EI,V - - ]
[ - aßaa] xàvTou oou LTCTTOU . [ - - - ]
[ - - - ] ou <E>Hou.i-oä.unv irfapà - - ]
4 [ - - - ] . pTE£ HaL oûn ex [ou.iao.uTlv? - ]
[ - - - ].u ïvaaoï. Tteut - - - ]
1-2. We cannot tell where the line division fell, but
the phrase to be restored is probably nAeLOTO. yiaipziv xaL
ôià. navras uyt-oaveiv y.ET& TOÜ dpaaxavTou oou "TCTTOU. The
latter part of the phrase is found otherwise only in 0.
Florida 15 and 18, which are addressed to persons evidently
serving as auxiliary cavalrymen in the Roman army. The
first tau may be corrected from pi.
2. LTmou ostr.
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19. Letter
Inv. D.14 1 0 x 9 . 6 cm. lip
] paaouTt [
] .ov .. .. KißapLwv ou . [
Jcoxeuoi. Ta y ucxTta mjpoü [
4 ] . u . . e . . aAiv TÔ xoip îô tv ..[
] ójiéxsi- aÛTÔ ÖTL êneu
] yjiv aÛToO Ttapà TL cu
] TlpÔe TOV KEVTUpLUVa UETà TOO [
8 ] 'ETIEÎ.CP ua vacat
3. Probably 6éô]coHé UOL.
6. The last letter of the line is corrected to or from
something (alpha?}.
20. Instructions
Inv. 64 7.7 x 8.2 cm. Up
All that is reasonably preserved here is the instruction
to deliver the ostrakon to Aphis; this name recurs in the
Florida ostraka and in 14.11 as the name of a skopelos. It
appears thus to designate a post, perhaps in the Eastern
Desert, to which soldiers were sent. How much is lost of
this text is uncertain; perhaps it was attached to a bundle.
The restoration is based on the assumption that the left
margin was originally about as defined by the beginning of
line 2. The upsilon is clear, and we must suppose either
that the note means "deliver to Apolinarios" with genitive
used for dative, or "deliver from Apolinarios." The former
seems to us much the more likely, given the frequent con-
fusion of cases in ostraka texts, and the general tendency
of the dative to give way in later Greek.
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Etc "Acpiv
vaaat
[ 'A]
4 [PLO]U
21. Uncertain Text
Inv. 55 6.2 x 3 cm. Up
] Traces
KO.L [
4 ] e e C s T?]v Kco
Traces
3. The markings at the end of the line are the modern
inventory number, not ancient text.
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22. Letter of Eponychos to Sarapion
Inv. D.I 11 x 8.3 cm. Up
'ETICÜVUXOC E apan LUV i
Tcp TtoÀAà xa tpeuv-
LS, (pLÀE, CWtjAnTL
nei.TiapoQ e û £ Ta népa
artoXcißTj Ta xàAMeiva
ttapa TOO avdpcoitou.
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uva utvng O.ÛTÔV, ÊTCL yap
Tipóe ae aöpuov.
l Z. SapanucüVL 7 £. éne L
Eppnychps to his dearest Sarapion many greetings. Please,
friend, make a little haste tp gp with the kiparos tp the
pther side, in prder that he may receive the brpnze tpols
frpm the man. Wait fpr him since he cpmes tp ypu tpmprrpw.
Farewell.
4. In BGU II 470.3 we cpme acrpss a Himiapog; it is
perhaps the same pccupatipn as that mentipned here. What
the meaning is, we dp npt knpw, unless it is the same as
xnnpupós, as suggested by van Herwerden, see WB II. But it
cpuld alsp be a prpper name; the Onomast-Lcon cites many
similar.
7. Fpr L va with the subjunctive as a periphrasis fpr
the imperative, see B.C. Mandilaras, The Verb in the Greek
Non-Literary Papyri (Athens 1973) par. 585, 587 ff.
8. See Bauer, Wörterbuch NT s.v. ôpôpî£u> fpr this verb,
which is misspelled here (read opôpC^Ei}. A similar
phenpmenpn is seen in P.Mil.Vogl. II 50.13,
23. Private Letter
Inv. 43 13.7 x U cm. Up
TPU[ - +25 - ]
VCXTJÀPU p C ypu . [ - +_ 16 - ]
HCXÎ. aPKxàpua nept TPÜ pv [ - + 9 - ]
4 T;L ôéÀBLC- Yi-vcóaKuv ae ôéAw [ÖTL ?&-]
YCOL eie Wevüpiv uexa KupbAXay [PQ]
xaocós UP i- SypaJJO-S wal e T TU
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' AôTivo6wp<p en L
8 aÛTÔg uévEL &6e. âond^ETaî OE
SEpanûcov nal iuXcovouc xaî. 'Aôn-
voocûpog xaL KupiXASg xaî ndvTE'Q '
o L nap' fiuöv.
12 êppâ;ia(ôaC) oe eöxoucii..
A Z. Yt-Yvciaxeuv 7 Z. énE L
... I want you to know that I am bringing (it?) to Psenyris
with Kyrillas just as you wrote to me, and if you have any
need write to Athenodoros, since he is staying here.
Serapion and Philonous and Athenodoros and Kyrillas and
all those here with us greet you. I pray for your health.
2. For naulon of wine, cf. J. Lallemand, L'administra-
tion civile de l'Egypte (Bruxelles 1964) 203.
3. One is probably to punctuate and restore as follows:
xaï. aoxxàpia. TIEPL TOO óv[ou ypa'jjov ö]| TL 9éA£i£, "and
sokkaria. About the ass, write what you wish." We know
of no attestation of aowxapiov, but it appears to be a
diminutive of aÓKHoe, a lasso, for which see LSJ, Lampe and
S. Lauffer, Diokletians Preisedikt (Berlin 1971) 9.20 (n.
on p. 247).
6. As we do not know the source of the ostrakon, we
cannot identify the toponym; there is a Psenyris in the
Herakleides division of the Arsinoite Nome (cf. C. Wessely,
"Topographie des Fayûm in griechischer Zeit,"Denksohr. Akad.
Wien 1904, s.v., pp. 163 ff.; P.Tel. II, p. 410), but there
is another in the Thebaid (cf. O.Bodl. Ill, index VI, s.v.:
O.Ashm. 84 and O.Bodl. 2262).
9. The name Philonous does not appear in the NB or the
Onomastioon.
10. The name Kyrillas does not appear in the NB or the
Onomastioon.
12. There are traces at the beginning of this line, but
they do not appear to belong to this text.
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24. Private Letter
Inv. 44 8 x 10.8 cm. lip
This letter, broken everywhere except at the left,
deals with pots full of oil and perhaps other liquids.
There is mention of filling one or more - presumably empties,
. [
èXaîou [
. [
a. ëîievt4iés UOL [
oViuepov . [
uecrrà. Êàv &[é
Kiiôpav TÖV . [
8 IJJOV UOt Haï TtÀT^OCjL) [
Aov égeXoetv Tip[ÔQ
uo L nawp T . . [
Uf) EVE . . [
12 . .[
1. It is uncertain at the end of this line if the tip
of the descending stroke belongs to the letter immediately
following epsilon.
2-3. Probably we should understand dy] Y^v in lines
1-2 and HO.L ctvynv in line 3, taking these as misspellings
of Ó.YYELOV; alternatively, we may be dealing with 50 Ó.YYTI,
the plural of ccYYOGr but the former word is common in papyri.
7. At the end, restore either neu]) ^ ov or Ypà]| QJOV,
depending on whether the addressee is to send instructions
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or to send the jars for filling. For xûôpa (Ion.) vs.
(Att.J, cf. Mayser, Grammatik2 I.I, 158, par. 44-46.
25. Letter to Alexandros
Inv. 41 9.2 x 7.7 cm. Up
The use of TIULCOTCXTOS in the salutation suggests that
we have to do with a business letter of some sort (cf. H.
Koskenniemi, Studien zu? Idee, und Phraseologie des grieoh.
Briefes [Helsinki 1956] 100 ff.). With only the top intact,
not much can be said of the contents.
[ - + 14 - ] 'AAE£àvôptoi TÖL TG LULU (Taxtp)
[xo.tpet.v- YL-vcoaxe] iv oe ôéXu ÖTt, daoelvü (?) - ]
[ - +14 - le TLßepEUvcp aaKwo[ - - ]
4 [ - + 14 - 3 HOU äXAov apTcot - - ]
[ - +_ 14 - ] Exouaav x- t - - ]
Traces
2. This restoration seems almost certain. It is not
at all assured that there is a loss at right; what is placed
there might have been at the beginning of the following line
(and so in 3).
3. Perhaps oaxHotv; "give Tiberinos a sack of [ - ]
and another of bread."
4. As there are no Greek compounds in Ó.PTCJ-, we must
have (1) a dative singular or genitive plural of &PTOS; or
(2) the start of a personal name; or (3) a misspelling of
APTO- in composition.
6. Only the tops of letters remain; the third or fourth
letter could be psi.
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26. Private Letter
Inv. 42 5.5 x 5 cm. lip
[ - + 9 - 'H] pctJtXiavcp xa.Cpi.v-
[jtaAcöS 1101,1*10] E L S ÔOÙS TÔ HEVÔV
[ - + 10 - ] pov OûaXepaTL T<P
4 [ - + 7 - ] ô HÜpts aUTOÜ
[ - + 7 éxo] ULOxiuTlv TÔ
[ - +; 10 - ] Ttavriv LV' E C aw. i^ npoa
[ - j^  10 - ]avtp eCnov nept TOÜ
2. For xaAus noL^oete, see H.A. Steen, "Les clichés
épistolaires dans les lettres," Classics, et Mediaevalia l
(1938) 138 ff. xevóv: from HEVÓQ or MOU vos?
4. A form of éru£n"réQ, Ene^r^TnoE or ène^r'JTEL.
6. Perhaps restore oa] nóvrtv. The meaning could be,
"Tell me the cost, so that I may know." LV ostr.
27. Fragment of a Letter
Inv. 58 12.7 x 12 cm. Up
[ ..... ] OHOU- - [
..... aura) n . . . [
[ . . . ] ü>£ EVUMUO OCPI.A. [
évoLKLov cja ...... [ - - - ô àôeA.-]
epos aou 'ATflpLS [
Ta. otvdpua.. àanà££Ta[ L ac
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(2nd hand)
8 éppoaôaî ae ....[
2. Perhaps ô KOUL£U>V OOL MTX.
4. Read evotxio, but whether genitive, dative, or
accusative, we do not know.
6. It is uncertain if this is the Roman Haterius or an
Egyptian name. The rho in it is corrected, perhaps from
lambda.
1. oivdpiov is cheap, bad wine according to LSJ s.v.,
but one may doubt that the diminutive has this force
consistently.
8. The sigma and epsilon are visible, but there is
space between; perhaps the visible epsilon is that of
eöxoiiai, but we cannot make out any of the rest of that word.
28. Private Letter
Inv. 59 10 x 9.6 cm. Up
This text, evidently unbroken, is badly faded at the
right.
. . . cmoAAmvoonav . [
T$ doeAcptp xatpeiv- ...[
ooi TO |30 v iv & ......... [
4 eXA.upLXOQ ôéôuK
ôéiaoôai au t
Tipoouapicp ..... [
ocpupûôLV 6eôa>[
8 ànfjÀôe eue [
Traces of 5 or 6 letters
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1. The remains suggest a short Egyptian name at the
start of the line, followed by a patronymic; but the use
of the patronymic in this place is uncommon.
3. ßOvLC is some kind of malt for brewing, it seems;
see 0. Lagercrantz, P.Holm., p. 203. The word occurs also
in P.Leid. V Col. 13.10,17; SB VI 9385.18; P.Graec.Mag.
12.424, 431.
4. Read perhaps 'iXAupLHOs? Cf. Preisigke, WB III,
Abschnitt 14.
6. npoôuâpioc = TTOpauâpi-OQ, ferryman. For examples,
see H.C. Youtie, Sariptiuneuiae II (Amsterdam 1973) 894-5,
910. The end of this word may also be read in line 5.
7. Read acpupîôiov (basket).
29. Fragment of a Letter
Inv. 60 7.8 x 8.5 cm. Up
[ - + 13 - ] . . . .cjxûi TOL d
[ - + 13 - ] xaupELV-
[ Y L view e iv ae ôéAca] , dôeXcpe, ÖTL ecpo.cxQ
[ - + 15 - ] .ou riooévri
[ - +_ 16 - eóxlctpioTöi, TUL
[ - +_ 17 - ] .A.KeauaL âôeÀcpe
[ - + 18 - ]ai ÖTU .....
[ - + 21 - ] .cptuL.. [
[ - + 23 - ] . . [
3. Perhaps lambda: é<p'
6. l.ÀKEauai has the appearance of a middle/passive
perfect, but we cannot say what verb it comes from; perhaps
it is a misspelling of fiAxuoua-i or e L^Kuauai , from
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30. Fragment of a Letter
Inv. 61 5.2 x 7 cm. IIp
] S US CtpT L OCp [
] V UOL Tl öéXEl [
] .L s TOV nîôov . [
]PTOC XÓLKa
] ,v ctana-
] Quota
3 Z. et 5 HO LKa o st r.
3. Perhaps ôéAei,[e.
4. Perhaps
5. KÓLxa: This is the probable division; a xoig is a
basket of palm leaves. It is also possible that we have a
compound with apTOQ ("breadbasket"), but this compound is
not otherwise attested.
6-7. One is probably to restore dona I [£ETO.L oe T&
31. Private Letter
Inv. 63 10.8 x 9.5 cm. IIp
This text is complete at top, bottom, and right, but
a considerable amount seems to be lost at the left.
[ - - - - - - ] xcupeiv
OOL - - - - ] )taL
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[ - - - - - ] ov Mat Ó.VYELOV [[ . . ]]
4 [ - - - - - ] êypaijjes iréuiKs •
[ - - - - laïaai, aaXÛTLV önou
[ - - - - ]v TieAÓHLV E L Ç Ta aaAcótiv
[ - - - T]ÜV Ta.plX.LUV TÔ
8 [ - - - ] Xéyi. UOL Sepflves ô
[Tpt|£ (?) - Ina C TLVÓ£ OOL xpLa éarïv
[ - - - ] . aai rtpóaexe aeauTcp
[ - - - - ] Ultèp TTÏQ
12 [pCas - - - ]
2 1. TttTiLoa 5 1. aaAÜTLOv 6 1. r c e X U K L O V , aaXÜTuov
7 OULY^- '^ol- ostr. 8 l. Sepflvoc 9 L ostr.; l. EL
2. For the accusative in -av in the third declension,
see Kapsomenakis, Voruntersuchungen zu einer Grammatik der
Papyri (Münch. Beitr. 28: Hünchen 1938) 126; Mayser,
Grammatik I2 l, 172; F. T. Gignac , Proa. XII Int. Congr. of
Pap. (Toronto 1971) 145.
4,5. The sense of aaXÓTcov is not certain. LSJ lists
the word only in the plural, giving "dub. sens." for meaning,
but pointing out that it occurs in a list of eatables.
WB gives three examples: SB I 1.25 (pi£i.a 6oo aaAuTLuv) ;
P.Ryl. II 172.15 (twelve of them); and P.Oxy. VI 920.5.
The dates are all third century.
6. It is difficult to see offhand what a small ax
(TCEA.ÓWLOV) has to do with the aaAUTiov.
7. Taptxi-ov = salt fish; OÛLY^LOI-, perhaps to be
restored as oUYACoi [ov] , seems to be a new word, perhaps
related to the Latin vigil, etc.; its meaning is unclear.
9-10. Perhaps we are to understand ef TLVÓC aoi
[Ypd4iov UOL xal néu4i]co aoL. Such a 16-letter
restoration would then suggest losses up to 22 letters in
the first two lines.
11. For ouTTipia, cf. Koskenniemi , Studien, 71.
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32. Letter to Poseidonios
Inv. 72 5 x 5.8 cm. IIp
The most probable restorations of lines 3 and 4 suggest
a loss at left of about 13 letters, while lines 1 and 2
seem to need a shorter restoration (see notes).
]
] cp TtXeCaTa xa.(Lpeuv)
] doeXcpe,
] . tOTLOV U.OU
] X.PLCXV aUTou
couvai
] Teae
1-2. One supposes that line 2 had [tcp a6eXcp](f or
, which gives us a 7-8 letter gap. Such a loss
would give a resonable length for a name for line 1. The
restoration of lines 3-4, however, offers some difficulty.
Line 2 might have been indented.
3-4. The missing text was probably something like
[HO.AÖE noLi*iaELs] , doeAxpe, | [neural UOL TO xilßÜTLOv uou ,|
[ÖTL TiXEuatnv (or dvayHoiCav) 3 xptav aUTOÖ |[&Xü>l- Obviously
other restorations of what is to be sent are possible.
7. The letters at the end are faded beyond reading.
33. Fragment of a Letter
Inv. 70 3.8 x 3.5 cm. IIp
This text is probably complete only at right.
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J • • • * «
êp]xou Tij Y
T] (p TtCXTpL OOU
4 ] . êpxou Tfi K
] ae
34. Fragment of a Letter
Inv. 67 8.2 x 6.2 cm. lip
[ - +; 9 - ] SepanüAAtp
[ - +; 9 - ]oepani àyxpo-
[TépOlQ] TOLQ aOeXcpPLQ
4 [irAeüaTla XO.LPELV avay-
[ - + 7 - ] . v S n u [ . . l . f
2. The loss supposed in lines 3 and 4 makes it
necessary to suppose that 8 letters or so are lost here,
more than a wa£ would occupy. It seems likely, therefore,
that a compound name is to be restored, e.g. îaXo]oepdnL.
F. Dornseiff-B. Hansen, Rückläufiges Namenbuah der grieeh.
Eigennamen (Abh. Akad. Wiss. Leipzig 102.4: Berlin 1957)
199 list some possibilities.
4-5. Restore perhaps óvaY|[Kaïóv êcrr]tv.
35. Private Letter
Inv. D.3 8.6 x 6.3 cm. lip
The ostrakon is complete at top, left (for the first
six lines); broken at bottom and bottom left, and at
right (though not much may be lost there).
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Ewxpf - - x o . ( ü p e i v ) - ]
unv Ti[apà - - ]
TÔV CJLTOV KOL ßCtAe [
aveu. ... ue exw. t
Sa.TopveuA.ov nal e i [
Eva. OOL 6a>[a] L ÙTièp cpa. [
[ . . ] . neu Ti"jpnaov nyopax [
[ ..... ] èHOvucKx napà . [
1. For the ending in -LQ see D.J. Georgacas, CP 40
(1948) 243-60.
7. If we restpre nyppax [ as a finite verb, we may
perhaps regard xr^prioov as an interjection, comparable to the
use of LÖOU in Byzantine papyri. Cf. H. Zilliacus, Zur
Sprache grieahisaher Familienbriefe des III Jhr. n. Chr.
(Soc. Scient. Fenn. , Comment. Hum. Lit. 13.3: Helsingfors
1943) 38-9.
36. Fragment of a Letter
Inv. W.3 7 x 6.8 cm. Up
] . AAtoT t Tcjj [
xoupfeiv]
]a Kpovuou K. [
4 ] OHeXiKivpe . [
] .apicov eacppt
] . H T U X L O L O J l . H [
acppu. [
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8 ] .otvLa pri [
2. [noAA]à is also possible.
4. Read perhaps T]O waXiyi-ov? Cf. S. Daris, II lessiao
latino nel Greao d'Egitto (Pap.Castroct . 3: Barcelona 1971),
s.v. Another possibility might be T]O HoAUHiov (diminutive
of wdAuE, cup) .
5-6. Perhaps one could restore yo.] pap LUV èacpp [ay
Ê]_up ô]a.KTuA.LÔîgj, objects sealed with my'own ring.
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37. Receipt for Tax on Linenweavers
Inv. 19 8.1 x 8.6 cm. 19/18 B.C.
The form of this text is most analogous to O.Bodl.
1011, of 17 B.C., also a receipt for the tax on linenweavers,
also issued by the banker Kephalos. It presents a problem
only in the middle of line 2, which is very faint (note).
'EPULO.Ç IlETEapo^pLO (e)
"Qpo(u) . . . . . . . Aivucpcofv)
àpyu(puou) ôpax(uàe) TpiâwovTa,
4 (Y^VOVTCXL) àp(YupCou) (ôpaxuoù) X. (£TOUC) iß.
Kécpa(A.os)
Hermias son of Petearoeris, grandson of Horos, (for tax on)
linenweavers, thirty drachmas of silver, that is, 30 dr.
of silver. Year 12. Kephalos, banker.
1. The taxpayer is not elsewhere attested.
2. The center of this line is very faint. O.Bodl.
1012, which has the year after the tax-name, has in this
place TeTaK(Tau) TEA(os), while 1011 has Texan (TO.I ) TOO iy
(ÊTOUS) (ôpaxuàs) 'H'TéX (oc) XLVIJ (eptov) ; but the non-adherence
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of the ostraka of these early years of Augustus' rule to any
rigid formula precludes a certain restoration, and the
remaining traces do not seem to support any particular
version of such a phrase.
3. The amount is large; in O.Bodl. 1010 (22-1 B.C.)
a weaver pays 40 dr. uitfep TOO LaToO Tfjv rpCxnv âvacpopàv,
but we do not know if that is an official receipt.
4. Kephalos the banker is well known from a large
number of ostraka ranging from year 11, 19 B.C. (O.Theb. 80}
to year 29, 2 B.C. (O.Bodl. 765).
38. Receipt for Tax on Linenweavers
Inv. 30 11.2 x 9 cm. 10 November A.D. 42
Eevßoöx. ( LS) "fipo(u) tua. *i,Aàu (
Auvij(cpü)v) ß (STOUS) (ôpaxuàs) vf- (ÊTOUÇ)
Y KAauôLou
Kaîaapoç Seß (aoToö) 'Aöup 1,6.
Paid, Senbouchis daughter of Horos, through Philammon, the
tax on linenweavers of the 2nd year, dr. 3, 3 ob. Year 3
of Claudius Caesar Augustus, Hathyr 14.
1. The closest parallel we can cite for the formula is
O.Bodl. 1015 (A.D. 49), where unep Atvucpcov appears rather
than reAos Acvucpcov.
3. KActtJouoQ KaCoap SeßaaTOs is lacking in Bureth, Les
Titulatures impériales (Pap.Brux. 2: Bruxelles 1964) 29-33;
such phrases are, however, attested for Tiberius and Gaius,
and we are here early in Claudius' reign.
39. Receipt for Dike-Tax
Inv. 29 8 x 6.6 cm. 4 July A.D. 66
OOTEUQ Nexou-œvô (ou) ùn(èp) xtû(ua.Ti.noO)
[Xd(paMOG) (?)]
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iß (£TOUE) (ôpaxuàc) TPLC (ouoßoAov) ßaA (CXVEUTLXOU)
[pc, (yCvovTau) 6c] xaî TO(ÛTCÙV) npoaô
3 (£TOUS) iß Néptovos [TOÜ xuptou] 'Elnelcp] L.
*A[TILCUV] aeari (ueLCuua.1.) .
Paid, Thoteus son of Nechthmonthes for dike-tax [of Charax?]
for the 12th year, dr. three, 2 ob., bath-tax [4 1/2 ob.,
total, dr. 4, 1/2 ob.] and the additional sums on these.
Year 12 of Nero [the lord], Epeiph 10. I, Apion, have
signed.
1. A Nechthmonthes son of Thoteus is known from O.Leid.
36 (=SB X 10341) of A.D. 52, and 128 (X 10449), of A.D. 48
(and also from the undated O.Petr. 76). The taxpayer of the
present receipt is probably the son of the other man.
2. The sum for bath-tax is lost, but its restoration
is certain. The reading of the end of this line is very
uncertain in detail, but it must have contained this phrase
even if somewhat varied.
3. Apion is attested as a signer of tax-receipts over
much of the second half of the first century; cf. the note
to O.ROM II 99.
40. Receipt for Dike-Tax
Inv. 15 10 x 5.5 cm. c^ '$• 23 July A.D. 70
This clear ostrakon attests a taxpayer known previously
from O.Bodl. 596, of A.D. 44; he is thus known over a period
of 26 years, a remarkably long span for a person attested
only for dike-tax receipts (bath-tax is also paid in the
Bodleian text): cf. O.ROM I, p. 57, Graph 6.4.
'AaxAâe navaTog ùn(èp)
'AY(OPÖV) ßo(ppä) 0 (ÊTOUQ) (ôpaxuàs) C P/ (YLVOVTCU)
eP xaî. Ttp (ooouaypacpóueva) . (ëtous) ß
AÛTOxpà ( Topoc )
L
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Kauaapoe OoeanaaiavoO SeßacrroC
'Enel(p xo. 'AnCco(v) aeon
Paid, Asklas son of Panas for dike-tax of Agorai North of
the 2nd year, dr. 6, 4 ob., that is, 6 dr. 4 ob. and the
additional sums. Year 2 of Imperator Caesar Vespasian
Augustus, Epeiph 29. I, Apion, have signed.
4. On Apion, see 39. 3n.
41. Receipt for Poll-Tax
Inv. D.6 7.8 x 6.4 cm. A.D. 70-79
For comparable texts see O.Bodl. 426-428, O.Wilb. 8-9.
. . .I|XXI.T (OQ) Zaxo (uvécoe) t
nauxûvo(ou) ùn(èp)
Oûeanaoïavou . . . . [
ôuoUcoe) nax(ùv} e (ôpaxuàs) & f}
Ô U O ( L C O Q ) ... a (ôpaxuàe) ô x° f
1. Both riETE and naou are possible beginnings for the
name, but neither is really very attractive. The person
appears not to be attested elsewhere. In the lacuna at the
end of this line, uiTpoe is probably to be restored, but it
is curious that the mother's patronymic is mentioned. It
is also conceivable that Senpsenmonthes is a man, and that
oud is to be restored instead.
3. Kcxia or TOU; there is here an uncertain sawtooth
writing.
5. Both naö(vL) and Êiratyouêvcov) appear possible.
42. Receipt for a Money-Tax (?)
Inv. 33 7.2 x 5.7 cm. Ip
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Several aspects of this text are puzzling. If one
omits line 2, the formula apparently makes sense and follows
an attested pattern. But we seem to have another proper
name falling between ouoXoyoouev and the place where
may naturally be supposed to have stood. The formula of
lines 1 and 3 would find its closest parallel in a group
of receipts issued by Psemenophis son of Pikos for an unnamed
tax in the years A.D. 29-32.
O.Cam. 52 year 16 (29/30) cf. O.Bodl. Ill, p. xvi
O.Bodl. 1049 year 17 (31) "I '
O.Bodl. 1050 year 17 (31) J same day: 21 March
0. Minor A2 year 18 (32) 29 April
O.ROM II 78 no year given
This collector uses a formula which varies only slightly
from the following: 'PeuevoScpLS niHÜToe HOU uéTOXOi ttp ôeïva
xcxupeuv ôuoAoyoOuev an éy. e u v napà aoO ùnèp --- (month).
(£TOUS) - Tißeptou Kaûoapog ScßaaToö, date. None of these
texts gives any amount. The phrase Ttctpi aoö is omitted in
O.Bodl. 1050, 0. Minor A2 ; the patronymic is found in O.Bodl.
1049 only. The only way of supposing that our text fits
this formula is, we think, to consider Patseous in line 2
as the father of an intermediary. The text is given without
any extensive restoration, because of these difficulties.
ue"r]ox(oi) "ßpou XO.(LPEI.V)-
3 . IlaTaeoOTos
] napà aoö ùa(èp) naxœv
4 ].. (ôpaxu^iv) ac. (ëtouç) .[
1. Possibly (cf. introduction) [ÏEuevökpuc IKH(ÖTO£)
Kal is to be restored before what is printed. This text does
not seem to be in the same hand as O.ROM 78, the only one
of the parallels any of us has seen. 0. Minor A2 also has
the payer's name given in the genitive and without patronymic.
3. Presumably one is to restore
4. At the start, one may have Tü]ßL.
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43. Receipt for YEcoueTpCcx
Inv. 22 9 x 7.7 cm. 30 October A.D. 90
A thin stroke (of ornamentation?) in the clay of this
light brown ostrakon runs through and above line 2. The
interest of the text lies in the person of the taxpayer,
who is elsewhere attested. He is known, but without his
grandfather's name, in O.Bodl. 1150, of A.D. 92, in which
he pays an unidentified money tax; in the same text he
pays another sum óvó(uaToe) xAri (povóuwv) "fipou neTeutvios.
Thirty years later (122), in O.Bodl. 1227, we find'him
paying grain through one Esminis son of Horos. This person
is without doubt the same as the taxpayer of O.Bodl. 581
(dike-tax, A.D. 116), whose name is given there more fully
as Esminis son of Horos, grandson of Porieuthes the younger.
He is thus the grandson of the taxpayer of the present
text. Adding the present document to our information, we
can see a chiastic arrangement of names in this part of the
family: Esminis-Horos-Porieuthes-Horos-Esminis. It appears
to us very likely, in view of the fact that Porieuthes'
grandfather is now known to have been named Esminis, that
the deceased person for whose heirs Porieuthes pays in 92
is in fact his father, and that the doubtful Peteminis of
that text should be emended to 'Eauîvios; the strokes would
probably be similar.
It is possible that this family is to be connected with
the Porieuthes the younger son of Horos grandson of
Psenchonsis known from O.Bodl. 997 (175?) and 1535 (188),
but the names are not rare and too many generations and
documents are missing to verify a link.
.(cpe) nopLEÛOn(ç) VE(CDTEPOG) "ßpou
'Eauîvio(c) ÙTc(èp) YECÛ (ue~rpLo.£) "Aveu T'
ô (ëTouc) (ôpaxuàQ) TEoaapas,
(YÛvovTat) 6 xaL np (ooSiaYpatpóueva) . (STOUQ) L
Aoui-TLavoO TOO Hupûou *aö((pL) Xy.
4 £œ (xpcUTnc) aeoT)
Paid, Porieuthes the younger, son of Horos, grandson of
Esminis, for geometrïa of the upper toparchy for the 9th
year, dr. four, that is, 4 and the additional sums. Year 10
of Domitian the lord, Phaophi 30-3. I, Sokrates, have signed.
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3. A summary of the views and evidence concerning
these 30+ dates is given ad O.ROM II 84.4.
4. Sokrates is abundantly attested between 90 and 94;
see O.Bodl. 1150, and add O.ROM II 93.
44. Receipt for Poll-Tax
Inv. 7 7 x 5.4 cm. I p
Handwriting and formula alike provide a date before 107
for this text, but nothing that is preserved allows us to
reconstruct the missing portions, which will have consisted
mostly of names and dates.
$afipL [£
ÙTi(èp) A.O.O (vpoupiac) '£3[tpLT^ou
3 (y tvovTau) (opaxuou) i-n [
45. Receipt for
Inv. 32 8.4 x 7.3 cm. 28 May A . D . 112
ôià 'AUEVWÔOU TlEToaLpio (e)
ùn(èp) Yew(UETpîas) Xà(panoQ) âpY(upLou) puTi(apoö)
ôpax (uàe)
TEoaapag, (YLVOvTau) {ôpaxuctî.) 6.
LE TpauavoO TOO
naöv L Y •
Paid, Pikos son of Tithoes through Amenothes son of Petosiris,
for geometria of Charax, debased silver drachmas four, that
is, dr. 4. Year 15 of Trajan the lord, Pauni 3.
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1. The formula seems as clear as the date, even though
this formula is in general confined to the period up to
A.D. 107.
3. For apYÓpiov pimapov see 0. Petit*. 79.3n., where the
term is taken as equivalent to a statement that Tipoaöia-
Ypacpóueva are included.
46. Receipt for Bath-Tax
Inv. 26 9.4 x 8.1 cm. 27 April A.D. 131
(pàTrte) KO.L u(exoxou) TE
(aupoO) lepöv Vev-
au(oovEi,)
XCX(LPEUV)' Saxo(uev) napà. aoû ùn(èp) ßaX (aveuTuxoü)
TOO te (ÊTOUS) 'A6pi,avoö
TOO MupCou
Petechespochrates and associates, farmers of the granary of
the temples, to Psenamounis son of , grandson of Pete-
chespochrates, greeting. We have received from you for
bath-tax of the 15th year of Hadrian the lord, Pachon 2.
1. Petechespochrates is well-known from a number of
receipts, for which references can be found in the notes
to O.Bodl. 680; two further texts are O.ROM II 113 and 116.
His span of activity is attested as 114-133.
47. Receipt for Poll-Tax and Bath-Tax
Inv. 34 7.2 x 5.8 cm. 11 August A.D. 121
s x.a.1. [Tn]po(e)
'AYO(PÜV) 0o(pp<3.) 'luooo(n) .....
êaxo(v) ÙTi(èp) XaoYP (cKpCas) KO.Ï. ßaA (aveuTiKoO)
4 TiéuTOU ëTOUg pun(apas) 6pax(uàs) ôœ-
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ôewx, (YLVOVTO.U) pun(apal) (ôpaxuaL) iß.
(ëroue) e 'Aôptavoo
Kaîaapos TOÛ Kupîou Meatopi"]) m.
Postomos also called Horos, collector of money taxes for
Agorai North, to Imouthes son of , I have received for
poll-tax and bath-tax of the fifth year debased drachmas
twelve, that is, debased dr. 12. Year 5 of Hadrian Caesar
the lord, Mesore 18.
1. This collector is attested in receipts dated from
121 to 124: WO 527, 529, 1243; O.Bodl. 530, 842, 884; P.Lips.
67; O.Heid. 259; and O.ROM II 111. Cf. below on line 4.
4. The writing-out of the ordinal number of the year
is a characteristic found in five of the other receipts of
this collector where the date is preserved; Wilcken restored
it also in WO 1243. Postomos is elsewhere careful about
spelling ordinals, but the pi missing here is clearly not
to be read.
Inv. 4
48. Receipt for Poll-Tax and Dike-Tax
11.6 x 9.7 cm. A.D. 126
This text must be considered together with O.Abevd. 77,
of the same year, issued by the same collector, to the same
taxpayer, and written in the same hand. First, with the
use of the present text it is possible to read on P.Aberd.,
PI. V, the patronymic in line 2 left unread by the editor;
it is, as here, Ti.aa\Ho(s).
The relationship between the two texts is complicated,
and a table of the payments involved in them may be of use.
O.Aberd. 77
Date of Payment
Year 10,
Year 10,
Year 10,
Year 11,
Year 11,
Year 11,
Pharm. 9
Pachon 25
Mesore 3
Phaophi 24
Choiak 8
Tybi 10
10
10
10
10
10
10
Year Pd. Tax Paid Amount
laographia 8 dr.
laographia 4 dr.
laographia 8 dr.
chomatikon 4 dr. = 3 dr.
chomatikon 4 dr. = 3 dr.
chomatikon 2 dr. 4% ob.
tt% ob.
4!s ob.
2 dr. 2 ob.
It has been assumed in this table that the tax paid continues
to be the same as in the preceding payment unless the
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information is given to the contrary (since it is made clear
in lines 5 and 6 that those payments are for dike tax).
O.Amst. 48
Date of Payment Year Pd. Tax Paid Amount
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
Year
10,
10,
10,
10,
10,
10,
11,
11,
11,
Pham, 23
Pham. 30?
Pharm. 9
Pharm. 25
lost
Epeiph 24
Thoth 27
lost
Hath. 27
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
laographia
uncertain
same
same
unknown
same
same
unknown
chomatikon
lost
lost
A dr.
3 dr.
lost
4 dr.
lost
3 dr.
lost
ob.
4 ob.
Only two taxes are mentioned anywhere, and it is likely that
those for which the tax name is lost are paid for one of
these two taxes, more likely the poll-tax. The amounts
are noteworthy: a total of 45 dr., 1 1/2 ob. (after discount)
is recorded for these two years, and five payments are lost.
If these averaged 4 drachmas each, and most payments are
at least that large, the total would come to over 65 drachmas.
And in both cases we have payments recorded only over the
equivalent of one year, for only half of each of the tenth
and eleventh years is represented. The amounts of the
two taxes in question paid per year by a resident of the
Memnoneia was set by Wilcken many years ago at 24 drachmas
of poll-tax and 6 drachmas, 4 obols for dike-tax. Two
years' taxes for an individual (and there is no indication
that more than one person is involved) would thus come to
61 drachmas, 2 obols. It is difficult to believe that our
two receipts do not represent more than this sum.
We see several possibilities: (1) more taxes than
these two are paid here; (2) the amounts to be paid are to
be called into question; (3) the statement of years for
which paid is not strictly accurate; (4) the scribe has
confused the taxpayer with an elder brother in some
instances. The loss of the right side of the Amsterdam text
makes it uncertain in several cases whether a tax name is
to be restored. It may well be that the assumption that
ÔJJ.OÉCDQ means the same tax unless stated otherwise is not
correct. It is interesting that the payments of our two
ostraka interleave their dates, with only Pharmouthi 9
overlapping as far as we can tell; and then, the amounts
are different, which probably indicates that it is not the
same payment being recorded twice.
Tipàw(Tcop) àpY (upiKöv) Me (UVOVELCOV)
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ou (à) Œôou[cov (Sou) Ypa (uucxTécos) ]
>Pevvfiat,o (s) vewy(êpou) uio(o) TiaàOio(s) £ax(ov)
ÙTi(èp) Xao (Ypacpîae) u [ (ÊTOUS) (ôpaxuàQ) -•
(ÊTOVJC) L]
'AôpuavoO Kaîaapoe TOO xupuou *au(ev<iiô) x.y.
öu(oCü)e) . [ - - - - - (ôpaxuàe) - - ].
4 ÖU(OLUS) Oapu(ooôi) ô (ôpaxuàe) ô, ÔU(OLU£) xë
(ôpaxuàs) yfçy, [ÔU(OLUS) date (SpaxuàQ) - ],
ÔU(OLCOC) "ETi(eLcp) KO (ôpaxuàs) &, öu(oLue) ia
(êzoue) eùo wT (ôpaxuàc) t-, ÔU(OLCÛC) date]
(ôpaxuàs) Y/-, dX(XaQ) La (£TOUG) 'Aôùp xÇ ùnffep)
Psansnos, son of Psansnos, collector of money taxes of the
Memnoneia, through Phthmonthes [the scribe], to Psennesis
the younger, son of Tisathis, I have received for poll-tax
of the 10th [year, dr. —. Year 10] of Hadrian Caesar the
lord, Phamenoth 23. Likewise, ... likewise, Pharmouthi 9,
dr. 4; likewise the 25th, dr. 3, 4 1/2 ob.; [likewise ...
dr. ..]; likewise Epeiph 24, dr. 4; likewise llth year,
Thoth 27, dr. [..; likewise ...], dr. 3, 4 ob.; llth year,
Hathyr 27 for dike tax, other [dr. ...].
1. Psansnos is known also from O.Theb. 39, PSI 266,
O.Cam. 37 and 38, and O.ROM II 115. The line meaning ouotcos
after his name appears also in other texts, as does the
secretary Phthmonthes.
3. The letter just before the break could be either a
lambda (as a date) or an alpha (as in dA.(XacJ).
6. One expects a 1/2 ob. in the amount, but it does not
seem to have been written.
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49. Receipt for uepLOuis
Inv. 10 9.6 x 5.5 cm. A.D. 143/4?
The date proposed for this text rests on the name of
the collector, whom we identify with the Pikos, ojianrrnrfie
uepiau(üv) 'AYOP(ÜV) ß of O.Bodl. 800; this collector there
receives the merismos for the seventh year of Antoninus,
the same as in our text.
ocös ne u(éxoxoL) anou T ( nTCtî. ) uepto(uoO)
TsA. (GJVLHCÖV) 'Ayotpüv) [ß(oppä)]
(s) Aéxu(ou) 'ApTT.ai|iai (os) 6ax.(oUEv)
un(èp) uepLo(uoü) £ (ÊTTOue) öpax(vrf)v) ut [av]
4 K.aL 6vó (UCXTOÇ) MEY ( ) * [ - - - ]
Traces
Pikos and associates, collectors of the merismos telonikon
of Agorai North, to Amenrosis son of Dekmos, grandson of
Harpaesis, we have received for the merismos of the 7th
year one drachma, and in the name of Meg( ) son of Ph[...
1. Both omegas are written very clearly. Read HLMUC >taL.
5. There is a horizontal line, then a chip, then the
trace of one letter.
50. Receipt for a Money-Tax
Inv. 20 6.8 x 6.6 cm. A.D. 138-161
It has not been possible to restore most of this receipt,
since it is not possible to determine with certainty if we
are dealing with a known collector. It seems that one name
and part of a patronymic are lacking in line 1, and the
slope of the ostrakon suggests that there was not another
imperial name in line 5.
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[ - - - lu<Jùvôo(u) Kai, u(éToxoL) emir (npnTcxî. )
[TéMoue) (?) - - loußt <?avavü>To(s)
[ - - 5]axo(uev) rcapà ooO ùn(èp) TéA(ouç)
4 [ - - - ] àpY(upîou) ôpax(uàe) névTe oßoAo(us)
[ - (ÈTOUS) - ] 'AVTCÜVLVOU Kauaapoc
[TOÜ xupuo]u 6wo ß. nexex ( ) aean (UELCUUCXL ) .
1. One thinks naturally of Pamonthes as a patronymic,
and some collectors can be named who use this. The Herieus
son of Pamonthes active between 113 and 116 (cf .^  references
ad O.ROM 19, plus 0.Stras. 281, cf. BL II, 29) is certainly
too early for consideration; his namesake (probably not the
same man, cf. BL II, 149) of 137 in 0. Stras. 227 is more
plausible, but he is not an epiteretes, rather a praktor.
There is therefore neither evidence to exclude him nor,
really, to support his restoration here. If, as does not
seem likely, we are to restore AûpnAfou in the lacuna of
line 5, one might also consider Aiovxus nauûvô{ou} , én IT n PITTAS
réAoue ueTaßoAcuV aAuéuv in WO 1449, from year 5 of Aurelius
and Verus; a gap of a few years might be supposed; or it
is possible that this text belongs to this same collector
and is in the latter part of the reign of Antoninus. Again,
there is no clear case for restoration.
2. It is uncertain if the first name is abbreviated.
51. Receipt for a Money-Tax
Inv. 9 8.8 x 9.1 cm. Last Quarter of Up
The tax for which this receipt was given is not
specified; it was most likely the bath-tax, the usual tax
collected by these overseers, but it could also be something
else, like the reAoc tacpfie collected by some epiteretai of
the temples' granary in O.Bodl. 1072. The year is lost,
and the collector unknown. Only the hand affords an
approximate dating; it closely resembles those of the later
years of Commodus and the early years of Severus. A
possible identification of the signer would agree with
this date.
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) 'AVT( ) EÛÔCCL (uuv) wal U(ÉTOXOL)
ÈTUT (TipriTaî.) TéX(ous) ôria(aupoO) Lepo(v)
['Iluoûôou HCXÙ ' IUOÛÔOD 'Epi(é(os), ëax(ouev)
[nap'] ùuco(v) TÔ xadfjH(ov)
[ (£TOUS) - ] // naxù(v) MS-
[ - - n] LKÖS aeari (ueîuuai ) .
Gaius Ant( ) Eudaimon and associates, overseers of the tax
of the granary of the temples, to Petechespochrates son of
Imouthes and Imouthes son of Herieus, we have received from
you the tax due. Year —, Pachon 26. I, Pikos, have signed.
1. This person is not attested elsewhere. In view of
the various occurences of men named Gaius Antonius (cf.
WO 931 and the Onomastiaon for other examples) , and the lack
of those with this praenomen and other nomina beginning
with these letters, it is likely that we are to resolve
this name as Antonius.
2. The taxpayers are not attested elsewhere; various
men named Imouthes son of Herieus are known, but none can
be identified with our taxpayer with any confidence.
6. A Pikos is attested as eitLTrripriTi'is Snoaupoo iepwv in
WO 955, year 26 of Commodus (185/6) . Given the hand and
the double strokes after the year (line 5) , both character-
istic of the ISO's and 190 's, an identification is plausible.
52. Receipt for
Inv. 66 8.3 x 7.5 cm. A.D. 177 or 208
For this type of document, cf. S.L. Wallace, Taxation
in Egypt (Princeton 1938) 49 ff. and O.Wilb. 35-39. For the
taxpayer, see 64.
naö(vi) L TOO u£ (ÜTOUS) O\JO(U«TOS)
(uevcicptos) ve(cüTépou) HETE (uevaxptog) Wevxw (vcaoe)
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ÙTi(èp) YEu(ueTpuas) i£ (ÊTOUG) X(àpaxoe) (ôpaxuàs)
ôxjo, (YLVOVTO.I.) (opaxuaî.) ß.
aeari
4 naü(vL) u.
Pauni 10 of the 17th year, in the name of Petemenophis the
younger, son of Petemenophis, grandson of Psenchonsis, for
geometria of the 17th year for Charax, two dr., that is,
2 dr. I, Amonios, have signed, Pauni 10.
53. Receipt for Rent
Inv. 62 7 x 5.7 cm. Probably 194
For this type of receipt, see Wallace, Taxation, 75 and
O.Wilb. 25.
e TOO y (5-roue) Cm(èp) Anu (U-Ó.TCÜV) $
óvó(uaTos) ÜBTE (uevcùcpioc) v(euTépou) Wevxw (vaioc)
êvoLX (Sou)
3 Xà (paxoç) 0 (êToue) (opaxu^v) U.LO.V p, (yuveTaL)
(ôpaxui1)) af- A (ûpi'iA.ioc) 'A(UWVLOC) aeari
Tybi 5 of the 3rd year for receipts of the 2nd year, in the
name of Petemenophis the younger, son of Psenchonsis, for
rent for Charax for the second year, one dr. 4 ob., that is,
1 dr. 4 ob. I, Aurelius Amonios, have signed.
1. Tybi 5 = 31 December.
54. Receipt for Merismoi
Inv. 6 6.8 x 7 cm. II/III
'A6pu (avoü) o TOÜ K (ëiouc) ÓVÓ(UCXTOC)
nav
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doe) ÙTt(èp) uept-CT(uùv)
[.. (êroug)] yn (TpoTcoÀecoe) (ôpaxuïW) ajr.
nóo (TO]o.o£) oean (ueûcouo-i-) .
Hadrianos 9 of the 20th year in the name of Panameus son of
Psenchonsis (?) for merismoi of the ..th year, dr. 1, 5 ob.
I, Postomos, have signed.
1. The year numeral could also be a beta.
2. The last few letters are smudged and perhaps partly
erased; it is uncertain what they were intended to be. We
do not think it likely that we should read a name nev-
55. Receipt for Price of Wine and Dates
Inv. 17 7 x 11 cm. II/III
'ETCEÎ.CP £ TOO L£ (exous) óvó (uo-TO£) SevôcoTo(u) ncxTop-
U.OÛÔLOQ ...... ( ) neTEu(evoxpio£) ùn(èp) TL (pfîs)
otvo(u) Kau cpoi(vLHuv) (ôpaxuàs) ëg p, (YLVOVTO.L)
(opaxuat) sp. 2aßüvo£ oean
Epeiph 6 of the 17th year in the name of Senthotes daughter
of Patormouthis ... of Petemenophis , for price of wine and
dates, dr. six, 5 ob., that is, 6 dr., 5 ob. I, Sabinos,
have signed.
2. The unread traces all seem to belong to one word, but
if that is a name we would then have four names in a row,
which is unusual.
3. There is a large smudge over the signature, which
partially obscures it. It seems that the signer wrote the
first four letters of his name, wrote a double stroke for
abbreviation, then thought better of it and wrote the last
three letters. These changes of mind are common enough;
two occur in P.Teb. 648 and 661 (texts in BASF 6 [1969] 128
no. 7 and 129 no. 10, with plates; the feature was pointed
out in Aegyptus 52 [1972] 145).
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56. Receipt for a Money-Tax
Inv. 27 7.9 x 6.4 cm. II/III
[ Month ] 6 TOO ß (ÊTOUS) OVO(UQTOS) 'Epieos
IlETExü (vat-og)
[ - - - ] ( ) Ari ( uucircov ) a. (exouc)
ÓXTÓ), ( Y L v o v x a u ) (6paxua.U TI .
3 K. ( ) oeoTi
2. The correct reading is probably Ti]u(nc) Ttupo(o)
a (êTouç) ; cf. O.BOM II 159 for an example of
(POLVLX.CÜV AriuudTCdv. For a price of wheat paid for the
of the preceding year, see O.Ashm. 70, O.Bodl. 978.
3. One or two letters follow the kappa of the signer's
name.
57. Receipt for a Money-Tax
Inv. 35 10.3 x 7.1 cm. II/III
[ Month, date, year, ovo(uo."cos) ~ ~ ]•(
[ùn(èp) tax, year, payment ] 3 HQL
"QpOU NEXÔttXVOÛTILOe)
[ - - - - - (ôpaxuàs) ] i-ß ==. aX(Xas) KT\
4 [ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ] . (ôpaxuàc) 6-c. aeoTi
[ - - - - - - - - - ] aean (ueLCûuai ) . y
x( ) (ôpaxufiv) a.
[ - - - - - - - - - - ] aean (UELCÜUO.U) .
One deleted line
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1 . The date of the handwriting and the appearance of
Horos son of Nechthanoupis in line 2 suggest that only this
formula is possible.
2. This taxpayer occurs in O.Ashm. 47 of a year 10 of
the late second or early third century paying geometria.
4. It appears that no name precedes the signature in
this line. In lines 5 and 6 what precedes is lost, and we
cannot be certain if names stood there.
5. One would expect that x( ) in this position would
represent a tax, hence x (UUO.T LKÓV) ; but it is written instead
rather like the usual abbreviation of X(dpaKOQ), and that
may be a preferable reading. Another possibility is
xo. (X
6. It is also possible to read a letter or two of a
signer's name followed by a very abbreviated oeari (ue Lwuai ) •
58. Receipt for the Price of Wheat
Inv. 8 10 x 6.8 cm. 21 July A.D. 216
The dating of this ostrakon, which can belong only to
Commodus or Caracalla, is secured for the reign of the latter
by the appearance of the signature of Aurelius Paniskos.
This person appears in O.Bodl. 557, whose two-digit year
date was unreadable (but probably also a date of Caracalla)
and in O.Bodl. 1115 of a year 3 that Tait, relying on the
presence of the third-century ôt-éyp (aijjev) , thought was
later than the reign of Elagabalus. In O.Bodl. 1687, Aurelius
Paniskos signs for a payment in a second year, of which Tait
said, "probably 239 or 245." The present text suggests
that these latter two texts may need to be dated somewhat
earlier than appeared suitable to Tait.
'En (e Lep) H£ TOO HO (£TOUQ) ÓVÓ(UCXTOS) Ilav (
riETE (uevckpioe)
v (euTepou) [[ neTex (uvauoc) ]] Wevxû (VOLOS) ùn(èp)
Tu(ufls) TiupoO opaxua-Q
ÔHTCÙ, (YLVOVTCU) (opaxucü) n - A (ùpfiAuos)
(2nd hand) âX(Xas) Meafopi1!) ß
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4 ÔUOLC 6pax.(uàe) réoaapes, (YLVOVTOU) (opaxuaî.) 6.
(3rd hand) óA(A.as) Mea(op?i) S ôuoî (cos) Téaoapee,
(YLVOVTO.I,) (opaxuaî.) 6. A(6pi*|ALO£) navî
(4th hand) <5A(Anv) n ÔU(OLCOS) \iîav -j-, (YÎVETCU)
(ôpaxun) a -^ . A (ûpn'Ai.oç) navîa(Koe).
Epeiph 27 of the 24th year in the name of Panameus son of
Petemenophis the younger, grandson of Psenchonsis, for
price of wheat eight drachmas, that is, dr. 8. I, Aurelius
Paniskos (have signed). Others, Mesore 2, likewise drachmas
four, that is, dr. 4. I, Aurelius Paniskos (have signed).
Others, Mesore 4, likewise four, that is, dr. 4. I,
Aurelius Paniskos (have signed). Another the 8th, likewise
one, 2 ob., that is, dr. 1, 2 ob. I, Aurelius Paniskos
(have signed) .
1-2. Panameus the taxpayer is attested elsewhere; cf.
the commentary to 64 for a discussion of the receipts
connected with his family. The argument there further
supports our dating of this text.
59. Receipt for a Money-Tax
Inv. 25 6 x 6.2 cm. IIIp
Clearly something is lost at the left, and this loss can
only be the ÔLéypa^ev of the third-century formula (as in
O.Bodl. 1165).
[Ai,EYpa (IJJEV) ] Meaofpi1)) HE x[oO .. (êroue) óvó(uaToe)]
[ - - - IHCJT(OC) Sla SEV[ - - - - - - - ]
[ - - - ] n (ETOUS) 'AYO(PO)V) puTi(apàc) (ôpaxuàs)
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60. Receipt for a Money-Tax
Inv. 24 5 x 6.4 cm. IIIp
Since a payment in line 6 is made for a month, this
receipt may have been given for a tax on a trade.
Wev [
OTIC nave L [
ôpax(uàs) etxooL .[
dX(Xae) TTJ a(ÛTtl) ^luépq. .[
ùn(fep) <tacj(cpu) ß
dX(Xas) Tti ay(Tfi) If [
' AUU [
[
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61. Receipt for Grain
Inv. D.7 7 x 5 cm. 98-117
For a parallel to this text, see WO 791 with the
corrections of BL II, 78.
(wev) [etc TO ouv-]
(ov) [yevr1! (UO.TOS)
Tpaiavoü T[ou xupiou]
'Eneîcp Y . t - Name - ]
A[ - - - ]
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nayxóvo(ou) (mjpoO apTaßas) [ - - ]
7 ôcuôéxaT^ov, (YÎVOVTO.L) (nupoö apTOßai) .. iß.
Signature].
62. Granary Receipt
Inv. 14 11 x 13.6 cm. 4 July A.D. 125
This ostrakon records a payment by a person through an
intermediary, both of them already attested persons. The
taxpayer, Kametis son of Psenchonsis, is known from a series
of Bodleian ostraka (1218, 1228-1230, 1235, 1246, 1255, 1261,
1274) as a payer of grain between 119 and 128. His brother
Melanion appears between 120 and 128, in O.Bodl. 1222, 1235,
and 1269; in the last of these he lacks a patronymic, but
he is there paying for his nephew (or niece) Esoueris, son
(or daughter) of Kametis, who is in turn known from 125 to
128 (references in Death and Taxes, no. 101, to which add
O.Leid. 53 [SB X 10358]; his grandfather's name, Psenchonsis,
is given in O.Leid. 80 [SB X 10401]). In the present text
Esoueris is acting as intermediary for Kametis as in
O.Bodl. 1274.
Me (Tpnua) öno-(cuJpoO) xto(uu^) yev^ (UO.TOS) ô
'AopLavoo TOO Kupuou
'ETtSLtp l ÓVÓ (
Wevxci(voLOg) 6ia
(Tcupou âpTà3riv) [[ Siumpo (v) ]] 'utav'. dA(Xo) x3
ôvo(uonroç) Sevxw (vatoç,) (iiupoö apTaßriQ) TPLTOV,
(nupoO apzapri) ay ..
Payment to the granary of the villages from produce of the
9th year of Hadrian the lord, Epeiph 10, in the name of
Kametis son of Psenchonsis through Esoueris, art. wh. one.
Another on the 22nd in the name of Senchonsis, art. wh.
a third, total, art. wh. 1, 1/3.
7. The horizontal bar of the gamma is extended to the
right some distance and through it something resembling a
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rounded delta of considerable size has been drawn; perhaps
a signature.
Inv. 23
63. Granary Receipt
5.7 x 4.8 cm. A.D. 161-180
This very much damaged piece, missing probably about
half the text at the left, takes interest from the possibility
that the same person appears in O.Leid. 83 (SB X 10404), of
A.D. 140, if the name Eevxu(vaic) can be read at the end of
line 3 of that ostrakon, which we think it can.
[Me (TpriucO ona(aupoO) .. ye^ (uaToc) — (etouc,)]
AtjpnAîou ' AVTWV ( LVOU) Kaîaapoç
[TOO xupLOu month, day ] 6vó(uo.TO£) Eevxü (vcaoe)
] aeon
Inv. 74
64. Receipt for Chaff
8.3 x 5 cm. ca. A.D. 210/1
This text follows the normal formula for its class;
cf. O.Bodl. 1641-1688, O.Wilb. 71-73. The word dxupov is
altogether lacking, which is unusual but not unattested (as
O.Bodl. 1671, 1678, 1679); the more common occurrence is its
presence in the early part of the receipt but omission
before the measure, as in ZPE 14 (1974) 237, no. 10.
The taxpayer of this text, Panameus son of Petemenophis
the younger, grandson of Psenchonsis, is known from a
number of texts. For convenience we tabulate them:
A.D. 191 pays wheat
194 pays chaff
208-211 pays chaff
210 pays chaff
212 pays grain
214 pays barley
216 pays price of wheat
The texts cited as ZPE are published in ZPE 14 (1974) 229-39
and belong to a private collection.
O.Bodl. 1550
O.Amst. 65
64
ZPE no. 10
11
12
O.Amst. 58
year 31
year 3
years 17-19
year 18
year 20
year 22
year 24
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Of the dates assigned in this table, only that to 191
is absolutely secure, as no other year 31 is possible. But
other arguments may be brought to bear.
(1) 58, of year 24, is signed by Aurelius Paniskos.
The use of the nomen by signers of Theban receipts is generally
a sign of a date after the Antonine Constitution, even
though the taxpayers do not normally use the nomen. It is,
as shown there, likely on other grounds that the date falls
in the third century. Year 24, therefore, is likely to be
that of Caracalla, 216.
(2) Once this date is accepted, it is very likely that
the texts with dates near that, ranging from years 17 to 22,
all belong to the same period. ZPE no. 10 and 64 clearly
belong together, being chaff receipts both signed by Horos.
It is particularly noteworthy that the texts which we
assign to the years 210-214 do not have a single signer with
the nomen Aurelius; this is precisely what one would
expect, given the delay of two years or so after the
Constitution before Aurelius became widely used in Egypt.
Since the terminal receipt of the series, from 216, has
a signer with the nomen Aurelius, the expected pattern is
complete. It is, of course, much less likely on general
grounds and for reasons of longevity that the other receipts
would date from the reign of Marcus Aurelius and of Commodus.
(3) This leaves the text of year 3, 65. One has the
choice of 194 or 219. The signer is Amonios, and the absence
of Aurelius suggests the earlier date. Now Amonios is a
very common name for signers of receipts for taxes in kind
in the second half of the second century, and we will
certainly never know how many men are represented by the
decades of these receipts. But they do, in any case,
belong predominantly to the period before 200, reinforcing
thus the suggestion of 194.
Some other texts may be related to the family, but
they raise problems. 52 has a Petemenophis the younger, son
of Petemenophis, grandson of Psenchonsis paying geometria
for Charax, with Amonios signing. Since this is a money
tax, the Amonios need not be the same. Our choices are 177
and 208. It is perfectly reasonable to assume that this
taxpayer is a brother of Panameus; the date of 208 would
thus be the more likely. But it must be admitted that the
relationship is not proven. S3 is dated to a year 3;
Petemenophis the younger, son of Psenchonsis, pays rent
for year 2; the signer's name is read as Aurelius Amonios,
but the resolution is uncertain. The taxpayer could be the
father of Panameus, and the date of 194 given reflects the
probability that this is so; but it is not clear that this
is necessary, and if this man is not the father, he may be
some other relative - or no relation at all. The names are,
after all, not rare. ZPE no. 13, finally, has a Petemenophis
son of Psenchonsis, grandson of Herak( ) paying rent
through (?) his son Panameus (there is some difficulty in
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the text) . There is no date, unfortunately, and a connection
is speculative.
E L S
LÔ (£TOUG) ÓVÓ(UCXTOQ) nava(uéws) TIETE-
v (Eocnrépou) Wevxcû (VOLOS) L £ (ÊTOUS)
[ y ] ó u o ( v ) Ê'v, a. "flpos OEOTI (LIE LWUO.L ) .
Furnished to the cohort, from produce of the 19th year, in
the name of Panameus, son of Petemenophis the younger,
grandson of Psenchonsis, for the 17th year, one, 1 gomos
(of chaff}. I, Horos, have signed.
65. Receipt for Chaff
Inv. 76 8 x 10.3 cm. A.D. 194
For the taxpayer, see the preceding text.
'AôÙp LÖ {ôj TOO Y (êTOUs) ÓVÓ(uaTOS)
.... nava(uêcos) UETE (uevóxpLOs) v(ecùTépou)
Wevxû (VOLOS) Y (óuou) ëxT(ov) u[[ . ]] 'n ' ,
Y(óuou) s un.
4 ' A U ( C J V L O S ) oeori (us LCOUO.L ) .
Hathyr 14 of the 3rd year, in the name of ... Panameus son
of Petemenophis the younger, grandson of Psenchonsis, one-
sixth gomos, 1/48, that is, gom. 1/6, 1/48. I, Amonios,
have signed.
1. The second delta is to the right and slightly lower
and the first; the reason for it is unclear.
2. The letters at the start are very faint; they do not
look like a dittography of Panameus, nor do they look much
like Aurelius (which would not be expected here; taxpayers
with Aurelius in texts where the signer is not an Aurelius
are not found).
i
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66. Receipt for Price of Wheat
Inv. 12 7.5 x 5.3 cm. A.D. 179 or 211
'A6 (puavoO) A ToO H (£TOUS) Cm(èp) npo (oôéaecoe)
óvó(uaToe) nav ( ) neTeuev(ûcpLoc)
IIlHÖTO (S) TL (vtfv) TlUpOÖ (apTaßT|S) / LO
6pa.x(ua£) oEKdOHTü) :c, (YLVOVTO.I) (nupoü
(öpaxuau) LTI:C. ne ( ) aeori (ueïwuai) .
LO
Hadrianos 30 of the 20th year for prosthesis, in the name
of Pan( ) son of Petemenophis, grandson of Pikos, price
of 1/2, 1/12 art. of wheat, eighteen drachmas, 2 1/2 ob.,
that is, 1/2, 1/12 art. wh., 18 dr., 2 1/2 ob. I, Pe( ),
have signed.
3. It is unusual to find both the amount of grain and
the amount of money in a receipt for price of wheat; usually
only one appears. An example parallel to our text is O.Bodl.
979, of a year 16, in which 12 drachmas are paid for the
same amount of wheat as in our text, 7/12 artaba. The
"price" of wheat to be calculated in these examples ranges
from 20 to 30 drachmas per artaba, which is very high.
The peculiarity of this receipt may be connected with the
fact that it is for prosthesis, on which see 67.
Inv. W.2
67. Receipt for Prosthesis
6.7 x 5.5 cm. II/III
This type of prosthesis receipt is fairly common; see
the introduction to O.ROM 60 for references. The collector
was not previously attested.
KaAaoTpi, (e) KaAacapuo (s) [wcà U^TO-]
xo(i) npax. (topes) aLTLXO(v) .[ place ]
£OX(OUEV) etc Tipoao(Eauv) [date? name]
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'Apoir1! (duos) Tiup(oö) [dpTdß(ric)3
c, (YLverai) (nupoö apTdßrie) £. .[ signature ].
Kalasiris son of Kalasiris and associates, collectors of
grain taxes of . . . We have received for the extra charge
[of ... in the name of ...] son of Harsiesis, 1/2 artaba
of wheat, that is, art. wh. 1/2.
68. Granary Receipt
Inv. 21 9.4 x 9.7 cm. 15 July A.D. 237
The dating formula of this receipt of the reign of
Maximinus and Maximus is attested elsewhere only in the
much-damaged WO 997 (cf. Bureth, Titulatures imp., 112).
The taxpayer's family is well-known from other texts; cf.
our reconstruction of their stemma in BASF 6 (1969) 68.
This man himself appears in O.Leid. 15 (55 X 10323), as
corrected in BASF.
Me (Tpnuo.) ôna(aupoO) un (TponoAecuQ)
Y (êTOUC) TÜV MUpLWV f|UUV
TaCou "IOUÀLOU Oûi^pou MO.PIIO.LVOU KO.Î. Pa. C ou
'louXiou OÛT^pou Magîuou Euaeßüv Seßaatrcov)
'EneLcp xa ùrt(èp) X(àpaxoQ) ÓVÓ(UO.TOS)
fava(VÖTOQ) n[p](eaßurepou)
(nupoö dpTdßnv) u^cxv SKTOV,
(nupoö dpxdßn) O.Ç '. 'ApTt(oKpâQ) aeon (ue û
Payment to the granary of the metropolis from produce of
the third year of our lords Gaius lulius Verus Maximinus
and Gaius lulius Verus Maximus Pii Augusti, Epeiph 21 for
Charax in the name of Pekysis son of Psansnos the elder,
grandson of Askleia, art. wh. one, a sixth, that is, art.
wh. 1 1/6. I, Harpokras, have signed.
4. The stroke of abbreviation at the end of the line is
visible despite the dark blotch at that point.
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5. A Harpokras signs for grain in O.Bodl. 1589 ( 2 0 9 ) ,
1616 (225) , and 1620 (year 4, which Tait thought belonged to
Severus Alexander or Philip). He is perhaps the same.
ACCOUNTS
Inv. 88A-B
69. Uncertain Account
A: 12 x 13 cm. B: 14 x 22 cm. Roman
This and the following two texts clearly are kindred
documents. In all of them the word xnXoviov (1. KtiXtbveiov)
appears, more often than not abbreviated vcn^. The same word
appears, abbreviated in the same way, in O.Mich. I 323:
SaßeCvoQ ' laxupä xnA. ( ) ß. The word means "swing-beam" for
drawing water. It is likely that in the same way in which
urixavT1!, the (irrigation) machine, came to mean the area of
land irrigated by such a machine (cf. P.Land. V 1741.5n.),
so MT|A.tuve LOV acquired the meaning "piece of land irrigated
by a shadouf." This interpretation would lead us to take
nuf in 70.2 and 71.10 and rmi[ and nuiaf in 71.2 and 3 as
being i"iui,apoopiov, a piece of land a half aroura in size.
On the other hand, in the present text the nr|A.<ivei,a.
appear to be counted, a fact which seems to run counter to
the above interpretation. It is possible that there was a
tax on irrigation machines (cf. P.Land. V 1741.5n.). In our
texts there may be a question of counting these machines
for tax purposes. In this case one would more likely take
the broken words cited above as parts of ^uuapTaßLov or
fiui-apTaßta: a tax on the machines at the rate of a half-artaba
each, or a tax on some other basis.
ÔUOLCOE TU cpXrip
KaKouvns wal np. [
xal
I1A.TÏVUQ
ÔUOLWQ TCÛ cpXnp Kan L TO). [
neuop KT\\( ) a [
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( ) . [
8 ÔUOLQÇ TU cp[Xrip
KdoiQ
[
na L [
12 navrtXriou [
Mai, AA.TIV [
16 A L O V [
Bn[
A[
(Piece B)
] ou
20 ]aipis xaL 'ATpefic nn^-t ) 6
] L n S na L KoAAaacu
) G
] PLOUA.IS
24
K] at MEOOUflpLQ MTlX ( ) 3
] Kaï. "PevuwvOriG
28 ] xnA( ) ä
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] . fKpOLTOS
] . [ . ] b > £ KOL 'ArpeflS
] - O L S >OlA.( ) Y
32 ] . LTTis wnA( ) ä
KT|A( ) a
) F
]TIS xnM ) a
1. Tea cpXrip (also lines 5, 8, 14): It is possible that
no division should be made and this read as a place-name;
several beginning with Tec- are known. Tivoußel: There are
several feminine proper names with the beginning TLVOU-.
2. Kaxouvne: This name is not otherwise attested, but
it may be a variant of Kaxovn in 72.5,8. np . [: The unread
letter may be e.
3. 'flprcEKUOLQ: This name is not attested, but its mean-
ing is clear: "Horos, the Nubian" (cf. for the latter part
of the name H. Ranke, Die aegyptisahen Personennamen I, 102,
5). WEUEVTU. [ : Cf. Wevuevô ( ) in PSI III 263.1 and
in O.Petr. 381.3.
4. WEUTIVOU: Perhaps a form of the name WevnvoûônSr but
there is no mark of abbreviation.
5. KO.KLTO: Cf. Preisigke, Namenbuch, s. n. Kaxcö.
6. neuop : Cf. the names neuüpic and neuupi ( ) (in
PSI X 1176, introd. ) .
10. IIpeuvcLprt [ : There are many names with the beginning
npeu- ("the man of"), cf. Pap. Lugd . Bat . VII 31.
13. AÀTLV[: In P.Prina. II 96.42 the proper name
"AXfLvo. appears.
21. KoAAaaai: This proper name is new.
22. ]Hpavma,: If this is a part of a proper name, as
seems probable, we cannot identify it; nothing suitable
appears in Dornseif f and Hansen, Rüakläufiges Wärterbuch.
The same is true of proper names, if they are such, in lines
23, 24, 29, and 33.
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27. Wevuxóvons: There is a trace of ink between nu and
theta.
70. Account
Inv. 86 11.2 x 5.2 cm. Roman
This sherd probably comes from the same pot as the
following text. For the contents, see 69, introduction.
[ - + 10 - ] vacat KTiX ( } [
.[ - + 8 - ].veUTEpoe n • t
Tri [... lupus vaaat xnA ( ) [
4 OûoAepuavôe HUVOVU
npuvKoupeca
naucuvôri (G) âôeXcptoe
Tuôofis a6eA[cpO£
8 [ ].[
3. At the start, probably a proper name ending in -Cpuc.
4. Read Houvuvod (for KOIVCOVÓQ) , probably.
5. This is not a known proper name. The H has been
corrected.
6. The name has no mark of abbreviation.
71. Account
Inv. W.I 11 x 9 cm. Roman
This account probably comes from the same sherd as 70.
See 69, introduction, for the purpose.
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xn[A( )
nui, [
4 jTefjaiQ Kuvovu . [
] . UTLCXTOU nap L K[T)A( )
Kau xuvovu [
] .ris xriXóvLOV nu f
4. Something has been washed out between the words,
probably wcu. Read (probably) xoivcovoi, cf. line 7 and
70.4n.
5. Probably the name ndpi(Q) without a mark of abbrevia-
tion. The word preceding it we do not understand.
6. Conceivably this is again a word abbreviated without
any indication, perhaps unxav(dpuoe).
7-9. The openings of these lines do not suggest any-
thing to us.
72. Account of Work
Inv. 84 18 x 10.6 cm. Roman
This is a day-by-day account of persons (a name
followed by another name) who worked a number of days (?).
The word i*iuepa is always in the genitive. One thinks of
work on the embankments and one may compare the ostraka from
Karanis in the Michigan collection which acknowledge work
done for one or more days (cf. P.J. Sijpesteijn, Penthemeros-
Cevt-Lfiaates in Gvaeoo-Roman Egypt [Pap. Lugd. Bat. 12:
Leiden 1964]).
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Column I
a
I act
4 ] . £ ( , £ I lETaOlTElS [f|UEpCÖV] ß
K] axovnc fiuEpüv ß
] .oc AouxpriTELOu nuépas a
I T J T E L Q fiu£pa<Q> ä
8 ] uaS [[ u]] 'a 'v Kaxovri . [ . . . ] .
] C - - - t
Column II
Ka . . [ . . . ] O L P L [G]
Ilaari. . . [
12 xß Tut
one or more lost lines
KY A. . .u. [
Kauuar i ç [
OûaXI
16 M [6]
4. The components ÜET and SOLS are well-known, but this
name compounded of them is not.
!
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5. K]axóvn (and in line 8) is perhaps a. new feminine
name. Cf. 69.2.
7. ]TiTei£ is probably iotacism for -r|TL£ or -riTLoe»
both common name endings.
8. We do not recognize a proper name in the letters at
the start of the line; perhaps this is a reference to wagons.
10. Presumably the end of a proper name.
13. KauuaTie is not previously attested.
73. Account
Inv. D.ll 6.8 x 5.5 cm. II/IIIp
This account probably served tax purposes. On the part
of the ostrakon broken away at the right, the number of
artabas paid was probably mentioned.
(e) n..[
nXT*ivi.o(£) ÙTt(èp) .. (dpoûprie) a. [
La nxfivios 'ApcaT1! [aio£
ÔU(OLCÛÇ) ÙTi(èp) (apoupßv) ß n
*oo ( uûvôou ) $Qo ( ucovoou ) riaouûo L o ( e ) [
MY Aaxe ( ) 3>ôo(uuvôou) A[
1. Only the feet of the letters are preserved. The
first may be iota.
2. The omission of epsilon in the middle of this name
may reflect an actual consonant cluster in pronunciation
or may be a simple error. The patronymic (?) may begin
in nev-.
3. ùn(Èp) .. (àpoûpnç): Before the symbol for aroura,
something which looks like the normal way to write AC(Tpa)
is found. Perhaps it indicates something in the quality
or location of the land, such as Außi-Hflc, ÀiTiapâc, A-Luvaoôe Cerne •
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7. Aaxe( ): This is perhaps to be resolved as
(Taç) as in BGU II 630.22; but a variant spelling of the
genitive of AdxilS cannot be excluded. The delta at the end
of the line may begin the grandfather's name. The grand-
father's name appears in line 6, and there would have been
room in line 4.
74 . Account
Inv. D.5 6.2 x 6.8 cm. III/IVp
]. un(Tpôe) SevTießpCxi-O (Q)
]uou navexùnr( ) UTI(TPÔG) se.
vacat
(YLVOVTO.I.) L n
4 6 ta neTeapß( ) Wevcù .....
1. The name does not appear to be elsewhere attested,
but the formation is evident.
3. It is not clear whether 18 is in money or kind.
75. Account
Inv. 81 8 x 7.7 cm. IIIp
It appears that this account, broken on every side,
dealt with men, children (slaves?) and money. The left-
hand column has the ends of entries, with amounts in
drachmas and obols. The right column gives first a number,
which is presumably a date (2nd-9th of an unknown month),
then dvo(peg) and mxLôîa (twice only, at the bottom) followed
by a number. It may be that after this one would again
have an amount.
Column I Column II
10 [J3 avô(pes)?]
]. (ôpaxuàQ) & Y dv6(pee) E
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]. (ôpcoojAç) u
] (ôpaxuàs) U
] . .
]. -
].
]ƒ
] .
12 ô dvô(pes) e
e ävö(pee) s
ÏÏ dvô(pes) s
£ dvô(pee) £
16 n dvô(pee) £
9 âv6(peS) [
Ttouô ( îa) [
5-7. The line is prpbably the one-obol sign. The trace
before it in 5-6 is probably a number of drachmas, with
both mu and alpha being possible.
19. Only the tops of the letters are preserved. What
there is looks like naio with a second delta written over
the first.
Inv. 78
76. Account of Grain
13.1 x 19.5 cm. IV/Vp
This is an account of persons who paid certain numbers
of artabas.
rdios nexiiai(o£)
) (apTaßne) $ C.
neTET^ai.0 (s) (apTaßnc) c
*a( ) veii(Tepos) "Cïpou (apraßrie) 5
HETUÖ ' louX(dou) (äpTaßris) s
naafJuui-(Q) (otpTdßnG) Y
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3. The patronymic is curiously written; HepouS (cf.
SB I 5950) would be a possible alternative. The way the
number is made appears to indicate that it is one-sixth,
as also in lines 4 and 6; the formation in lines 2 and 9
is somewhat different.
6. The name IleTao is indeclinable also in BGU I 160.4.
Inv. 53
77. Account of Money
7.5 x 5.2 cm. II/IIIp
The purpose of this account is not preserved.
[n]axuvue nat SKOTI. . [
(öpaxual ) n
(6paxua.î) n
3. UaxtSvLS is not attested, but üaxöui-G an<^
are known. The second name perhaps began SxoTieA, a beginning
known in such names as SHOneAAeOs, EMoneASG,
5. ncxTaoLG occurs also in O.Florida 24.
LISTS
Inv. 77
78. Dekania List
8.5 x 7 cm. Early Up?
This dekania list is not in a typical hand for such a
document. Practically all such lists come from the second
century or the early third; this list is perhaps on the
early side. The people do not appear to be elsewhere
attested. For the use of these lists, see Bagnall's article
in Illinois Classical Studies, volume 3.
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O.
XeaôcùTTlS N. [
'AnaöriG Wevaev [
4 . Ilauûvô ( TI g ) ÜETeue (vóxpioc) Uil (TPÔÇ) T[
^ 'AuEvpw(aie) Tipe (aßUTEpos) Saxou(vétùs) [
itarpfis ô Kal Aauxov [
Traces
5. ^ = oexavós.
79. List of Names
Inv. 13 8 x 10.5 cm. lip
XOUCOT L O ( £ )
6 neTEVYUcpTTis Te[
Moûpou ' HpaxAéo ( U Q )
BriaapLtov 'Apua.io(u)
SouToO(s) Tcpe (aßUTEppg)
Sapanàu(ucov) NEÎAcov(oe )
ApAoüTo(s)
KoóAei,o£ 'npûœ(voe)
(ou)
1. XOUÖTLC is not elsewhere attested.
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2. IlETEVYÜxpTric is not attested, but it is probably
related to nsTEVEcponrns (which we do not think readable here)
The delta before his name may represent oexavos, although
that is normally represented by a sign.
3. MoOpOQ is not elsewhere attested, but cf. Möpoc-
80. List of Names
Inv. 3 10.6 x 12.9 cm. Roman
The names of this ostrakon suggest that it, like the
series O.Bodl. 1762 ff., comes from the West Bank; note-
worthy are Patsebt(h)is, Plenis, Psensenplenis, and Chollos.
v (ecînrepoQ)
nXfjvL£ ut. (ôe) nexCat-G
WevaevnA (fjvis) 'AvciAe (OVTOS)
IlETpovCou Tpàpios
nX(fjvi,s) uLoe navLTßnoö
XoAAöc
2. A Plenis son of Pekysis figures in O.Bodl. 1764,
but both names are very common.
3. 'AvTiAecov is cited by the Onomast-Leon only from the
Zenon papyri.
4. Tpapic does not appear in the NB or Onomastïaon.
5. The spelling navLTßrioOs seems to be unattested, but
appears in both SB and Onomastiaon.
81. List of Names
Inv. 31 8.7 x 5.5 cm. Late Roman
The original purpose of this list is uncertain; it
might have been an account.
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[6] vó (uetTOs) $ôouu(iyô(ou) 'Anicovo (s) e i [
[ó] vó (UOCTOS) KoAAou-EHo (s) I lToXeucxLO(u) eu [
[o]vó(uatoe) 'Auàpo)(voe) ' ATTLUVO (e) .[
82. List of Names
Inv. 45 6 x 5.7 cm. Roman
Neither handwriting nor names remind one of the Theban
name lists, although some of the names are well-known at
Thebes.
Trace
riaoavT . [
KouaA.au [
4 xfipOG
Kapt
S. [
Aue [
'fipoe EH. [
83. List of Names
Inv. 54 6.2 x 5.6 cm. Roman
The names in this list are except for Peteesis not
Theban; the hand is characteristic of name-lists from Thebes;
and the use of wau instead of patronymics in most lines is
remarkable. We can offer no hypothesis for the purpose of
the text.
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npuv...[
' ATTOÀÙJV L Tri K [a L
Kan u TCJV xa [ L
4 'EPOÖTOC xaL [
'Epos K.CÙ Ku [
üaaaaToe T[
[ne] yefiaic. [
1. We cannot find a known name to suggest here.
6. IlaaaaToc sounds as if it might be Roman, but it does
not appear in Schulze, Gesch. lat. Eigennamen any more than
in the NB or Onomastiaon.
UNCERTAIN TEXTS
84. Magical Text?
Inv. 83 7.2 x 6.6 cm. Roman
The remains of this text suggest some application of
astrology. Professor O. Neugebauer, who has kindly examined
the text and photograph, thinks that it is not a horoscope.
The only possibility he finds attractive, even though it
is very uncertain in the state of the text, is that this is
a magical text in letter form, perhaps an invocation of help
or request for advice.
].05 Oupauv[
] iv Mxjpeie uo [u
Yopinxtp 6ey [
] xaî. "Apns Kpeig [
IOLOEL eppcoot
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5. Neuqebauer cites Preisendanz, P.Graee.Mag. II, p.
157 (XXXI b'lO) for êppcoalo in such a text.
85. Uncertain Text
Inv. D.2 7.7 x 12.6 cm. Up
The remains of this text, complete except at left, are
rather unusual for an ostrakon and raise an interest they
cannot satisfy. We appear to have cited here some terms
related to a loan and its interest. The use of npóe in
line 1 perhaps suggests a contract. But beyond this,
enough is lost that we cannot offer a connected sense.
] A L S npôe
ITTIS (ôpaxuàe) U xcù TÓXOV ano urivôe
TÔ]V aTaTfjpa "va Ypà^i^ UOL écp' ëv
]cu êxi- uou Maouûs ovn^arris
e Ilauvi ô OTaxrip oßoXöv
]UOL LOEV Ta YELVÓUEVOV HttL
16 xaù TPLCÖV ÊTÛV TÓHOV
T]ELU^V x^pTou TÔ ye^vouevov
] .iJji-avaneLôri txavôv 6e. Tdp
] Ànaat euwflouQ (ôpaxiiàe) ri
] - LaTOTca. TaijTT] ypea (ôpaxuàe) £.
2-3. It does not seem possible to bring the mention of
interest into direct relation with that of the stater. The
entries in WB II under TÓKOQ show that interest was generally
calculated by the month and on a per mina basis. Even an
obol per stater per month would be very high interest (ca.
43 percent annually) . If the lacuna in line 3 held a month
name plus a rate of interest and then the beginning of the
construction of which the surviving part formed a portion,
the lacuna was large indeed.
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4. What Maouos has to do with the transaction is not
clear; no more the role of Thinnesis in line 10.
6. Read Caov.
10. ©Lvvfjaie is cited by NB only from two ostraka from
Syene; a version with one nu is also cited from the same
group of ostraka. The remains at the start of the line
suggest an aorist infinitive.
11. We cannot make out the sense of the opening group
of letters; ypea we do not recognize unless it is a
misspelling of xpéaç;.
86. Uncertain Text
Inv. W.5 9 x 10.5 cm. Roman
The meaning of this text is not clear to us. It seems
to be complete at top, bottom, and right; but the loss at
left must be considerable.
]OL TÙV
] .vov óéocoaav wc ÖTOU
?YleÇvuuai Kal eCöco TOÙÇ a
87. Text Concerning Measures
Inv. 73 5.5 x 4.2 cm. Roman
It is uncertain on which side(s), if any, this text
is complete; it seems to be a list of amounts of something
(liquid) in several measures, the last two of which are
known, the rhodion and the kolophon-ion. The first may end
in ]6ua, perhaps either pooio. or XVLÔICX.
] . ua xa
] . Ä.OVOKE 6
] HoXocpûv [ ta
4 ] pofita [
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2. We have not found any measure which resembles this
word.
88. Contract?
Inv. W. 4 9.2x6.5 cm. Roman
The extensive breakage on three sides makes it difficult
to see what is at stake here. The hand is not a scribal
cursive. Some lines are too damaged to allow even a
division into words, but in line 5 there is mention of
rendering an account, and in line 8, half of something
yearly; line 9 may mention a payment.
] anouci) [
] C êOTLV T . [
4 ] ÖUOC TpLS OLU[
\] óyov OUOCÓVTCO [v
] .nep dypouTtcov xa[
] . OVTCÛV 6 u Ma LOS ntx
8 ] ^uüaoue êvuauTÖi
] .CûV 6ÛOL TÔ YOOP [
9. Perhaps TUV.
8 9. Memorandum?
Inv. D.13 4.3 x 4.1 cm. Roman
Too little of this remains for us to say if it was a
receipt for a money tax or only a memorandum of some sort.
The names are typical of the Theban ostraka.
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] . 'ApuiUOlOS
] . un (TPÔC) Eevcpôo (uûvôou)
] eu
4 'A]ôùp a (ôpaxuàs) ß-
] . .
90. Memorandum
Inv.D.8 9.6x5.5 cm. Roman
This text is presumably a memorandum or label; it does
not seem to be broken.
S>ôouwvô (ns) Méiruwv (OQ)
BYZANTINE TEXTS
£g d 1,11-31
91. Receipt for Grain
Inv. 5 9.7 x 11.8 cm. V/VIp
Jacob acknowledges receipt of a certain number of
artabas of wheat paid by Paamios for religious purposes.
' Idbtcoß
ôéôcoxaç (ùnèp) npoocpop (âç) ToO ay LOU
<5.na rianvouoLo (u) (nau) TOÖTO unep
LTOu apzdßas
Téoapas (xaL) (ùrtèp) XevToax ( ) aïtou
apraßas ôenaèg (Haï.) (ùnèp) nepaéas
apxdßac 6ûo (KOL) (ùnèp) TOO dna ïàpou
apraßciG 6ùo ôtuoupov, {y L (vovxai, )}
uo (6Luo 1 pov) uérpttp) ôLHaucp xaù raûT (a)
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ooi 'ATpfi(s) 'Apn( ) 16" LVÔ (LMTLOVOC)
Meoopf) ir\ CvS ( LMTÎOVOC;) LÔ" .
12 "An[a] ' laxcoß aeariu (eucjuai- ) .
12 ostr.
Jacob to Paamios. You have given for the offerings for (the
church of) the abbot Papnouthios and especially for the
, twenty-four artabas of wheat and for the sixteen
artabas of wheat, and for the persea, two artabas, and for
(the church of) the abbot Psaros, two and two-thirds artabas,
total 44 2/3 by the just measure, and they will be set down
to your account of the 14th indiction by Hatres, son of
Harp( ). Written Mesore 18, 14th indiction. I, Abbot
Jacob, have signed.
2. npoacpop (äc) : cf. P. Ca ir. Ma sp. II 139 iv 6 (p. 51);
P.Oxy. XVI 1898.23n.
2-3. TOO âyiou area TlanvouôLo (u) : cf. Ilcmvoudîou êxuArioîa.
in P.Land. IV 1420.204.
4. Titepecovos: This word is not known. Are we dealing
with a feathered or winged instrument or ornament?
5. AevToax( ): The third letter looks more like nu
than pi,'although there are many words compounded with
XETITO-. No words starting with AevToax- or XETITOOX- are
known.
6. Tiepaeas: This is an Egyptian tree. In BGU IV 1028.9,
it stands for an ornament in the form of a leaf of the
persea-tree. This might be the case here.
7. ana Wdpou: The proper name is well-known, but no
abbot (cf. M. Naldini, JZ Cv-istianes-Lmo in Egitto [Firenze
1968] no. 49, 3n.) of this name is known.
Inv. 51
92. Order for Payment
10.5 x 10 cm. V/VIp
Apollonios gets the order to pay a shipper a certain
amount of money to cover the freight costs of something to
an unknown place. Cf. A.C. Johnson, Roman Egypt (Baltimore
BYZANTINE TEXTS 81
1936) 407 f. and G. Mickwitz, Geld und Wirtschaft im römischen
Reich (Soc.Scient.Fenn., Comment. Hum. Lit. 4 . 2 : Helsingfors
1932) 226 f f . , for costs of water transport.
u ß ' L V O L K ( T Î O V O S ) Meaoupfi y
Mcutàpioç Ö L ' éuoü Ilaij-
Xou ' AnoAXcovütp.
4 àpYupûou TaAàvTcùv
uupudoas ôtio rexpa-
KIaxe LALas napéaxe
IlEHÓaEL VO.ÓT13
8 ùuèp VCUJÀCÛV at-
[T]OU.
12th indiction, Mesore 3. Makarios through me, Paulos, to
Apollonios. Give Pekysis, the shipper, for freight-costs
two myriads, four thousand talents of silver. I have
signed.
4-6. For the money see L.C. West and A.C. Johnson,
Byzantine Egypt: Economic Studies (Princeton 1949) 134.
8. vctuAuv: Cf. O.M. Pearl, "Transport Charges in Egypt
in the Era of Inflation," TAPA 83 (1952) 74 ff.
9. For the absence of a name in the signature, see
Pap.Lugd.Bat. XII, p. 17.
93. Receipt
Inv. 80 10 x 7.8 cm. VI/VIIp
In texts of this kind (cf. O.Bodl. 2067 ff.) we should
expect to find payments for the land-tax (ortuoaia) , the
poll-tax (àvôpiauoc) / the tax called the oojidvri, and the
embole. But except for the proper names and the date, the
reading of this text is very doubtful.
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"f 'Aßpadui-o (Q) 'Adpcüv
......... vriv. .p. ( ) oi . . ( )
4 ,r\// 'Aôùp 9 ivo ( L K T L O V O S ) nT
T neactTE nûai, (os) ~t~
vaoat
*AUU( )
Ü (VUO£) "t"
2-4. It might be possible to read at the end of line 2
and the beginning of line 4, ô C ( V Ô L H T L O V O Q ) dp ( L )ô ( U L O U )
vo (uiauccTLOu) n (or ( ë x T o v ) ) . The line between 2 and 4 was
probably added later and is not legible.
4. The proper name neadtTe is well-attested in P. Land.
IV.
6. There is no mark of abbreviation to the name.
DESCRIPTIONS
94. Inv. 40. 9 x 9 cm. Fragment of a letter, mostly lost at left.
Up. 4 lines.
95. Inv. 65. 9 x 3.7 cm. Fragment of a letter, broken at left and
below. Probably from Apollinaris to Areies. Up. 4 lines.
96. Inv. 68. 6 x 3.4 cm. Fragment of a letter, broken on all
sides except left. Up. 5 lines.
97. Inv. 69. 5 x 5.6 cm. Fragment of a letter, broken on all
sides except below. Up. 2 lines.
98. Inv. 37. 8.8 x 5.7 cm. Receipt of year 2 (? ) , Mesore 27,
for bronze drachmas paid by Heliodoros to his sisters. Ptolemaic. 5 lines.
99. Inv. 36. 11.6 x 5.6 cm. Receipt for laographia of Charax of
the 13th year of a Roman emperor whose names are not readable with
certainty (Claudius?). 5 lines.
100. Inv. 16. 6.8 x 7 cm. Receipt of Epeiph 16 of the 19th year
given to a son of Chatabous for an unreadable tax and for geametfia. II/IIIp.
DESCRIPTIONS 83
101. Inv. 39. 7.2 x 8.6 cm. Ribbed pot, evidently a receipt given
to a Maieuris for 1, 1/6, 1/12 artabas of wheat or the price thereof.
Roman. 2 lines.
102. Inv. 28. 7.9 x 6.3 cm. Account in drachmas, with traces of
a second column preserved at left. Roman. 5 lines.
103. Inv. D.10. 5.7 x 4.8 cm. Uncertain fragment. Roman. 3 lines
(perhaps a fourth washed out).
104. Inv. 79. 5.8 x 8.7 cm. Fragment, perhaps of a letter.
Roman. 6 lines.
105. Inv. 57. 5.7x9.5 cm. Fragment. Roman. 6 lines.
106. Inv. 56. 6 x 13.5 cm. Fragment of uncertain text, broken at
right. Roman. 11 lines.
107. Inv. 52. 5.4 x 6.5 cm. Uncertain text, not clearly broken
but faded. Roman. 9 lines.
108. Inv. 38. 7 x 5.8 cm. 7 lines. Byzantine.
INDICES
INDICES
Index I: Rulers, Regnal Years, and Indictions
(a) Ptolemaic Kings
ETOC £ 2.4 ETOS xß 7.5
L 5.1 XY 7.1
La 4.1 Xa 3.1
x 6.2 vo 4.3n.
(b) Roman Emperors
Augustus
ETO£ iß 37.4
Claudius
KAaOouos Kataap EEfkxaTOe, £TO£ Y 3S.2-3
ETO£ ß 3 S.2
Nero
Népuv ô xópioe,. £TOQ uß 35.2-3
Vespasian
AÛTOHpàTcop Kataap OÛEanaoLavôe SEßaarog 40.2-3
OUEOTtaauavóe 41.3
Domitian
ô HÜpioe, ÊTOG i- 43.2
ô 43.3
Trajan
Tpauavôc ô xûpuo£, ETOQ LE 45.5
61.2-3
Hadrian
'Aôpiavôg ô xópLOg, ëTOQ E 47.4; 5-6; ô 52.1-2; L 48.2-3;
Le 45.5-6.
STOQ ta 4S.5-6.
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Antoninus Pius
'AVTCOVLVOg KdCOap O HÓpLOQ, ÊTOQ - 50.5-6
ETO£ £ 49.3
Marcus Aurelius
Aopi"|Aioe 'AVTCOVLVOÇ Kauacxp ô HTjpioe, ETOQ - 53.1-2
Septimius Severus
g-TOS Y 6 5.1; L£ 64.3; iQ 64.2
Caracalla
ÊTOS HO 55.1
Maximinus and Maximus
oi. xupLoi fiuüv rd.LOS 'looAios Oûfipos Maguiuvoc xcù rauos
Ouflpos Maguuos EuaeßeCc SePaaroî, £TPQ y 60. 1-3
Unknown Emperor
a 56 .2 ; ß 53.1,3; 56.1; 60.6; Y 53.1; 57.5; r\ 59.3;
52 .1 ,3 ; 55.1; K 54.1; S6.1; - 42.4; 51.5; 54.4; 59.1
Indictions
n CvôlHTCcûV 93.4; 92.1; u6 97.10-11
Index II: Months and Days
ß 50. 6; x£ 4S .5
<£>aÔxpL 60.6; iß 60.7; Ä.Y ^2.
'Aôùp a 89.4; Q 93.4; lô
38.3; 65.1; K£ ^ S . 6
Xoîax 1^.1,8
TOßu a 12.1; ß 12.6; y
2 2 . 9 ; e 53.1
MEXEÎ.P L£ 7.1; wa 3.1
a 8.21; Q S.28;
XY 40.3; X ß . 9 3
uoöOi 25 .16(7) ; 0 48.4;
XE 48.4
4.1; 42.3; ß 46.6;
E 5.1; 41.4; xG 51.5
HaövL S5.5; Y 45.6; L
52.1,4
'ETIELCP y 61 .4; £ 55.1; 1
35.3; 52.3; La 25.8; xa
68.4; xß 62 .6 ; HO 4S .5 ;
xo 40.4
MEOOP^ ß 58.3; y 52.1; 6 SS.
5; n 58.6; IE 47.6; S 2 . l l ;
XE 59.1
'Aôpiavôs ô 54.1; 66.1
Unknown month: a 6.61,63;
41.5; ß 5.65; 75.10; y
8.67; 33.2; 75.11; & 8.69;
23 .2 ; 56.1; 75.12; e 5.71;
2 3 . 4 ; 75.13; c 5.73; 2 3 . 6 ;
75.14; S 5 .75 ; 23.8; 75.15;
Tl 5 .77; 23 .10; 75.16; O 5.
79; 9 .2 ; 75.18; i 9.81;
INDICES 89
9 . 6 ; 17 .6 ; La 8.83; 9.10; x S .52; 9 .23 ; 33.4; xa 8.6,
73 .4 ; iß 8.85; 9.14;
8.87; 16 8.89; te S. 91;
US S.32; u £ S.37; tri 8.
42; 9.15; uô 5.47; 9.19;
57; 72.10; xß S.10; 72.12;
XY 72 .13; 73 .7 ; xô 72.16;
xn S 7. 3
Index III : Personal Names
S. = son; f. = father; gs . = grandson; gf. = grandfather; d. =
daughter; gd . = granddaughter; m.
wife.
'Aàptov, s. of 'A0pa.au u os
93. l
'Aßpaauioc;, s. of 'Aàpcùv
93. l
'AÔTivoôcùpoc 23.7,9-10
A î X t O G 0 . 3 5 , 5 0 , 5 4
ACXI.OG STPÏXTUP 8 . 25
'AXéEavôpos 25.1
A X T L v t 69.13
'Auàpcov, s. of 'ATILCOV 81.
'AuEvpüais, s. of AénuoG,
gs. of 'Apn.anai,£ 4 9 . 2
'AuEvpüatc TtpeajESÜTEpos, s.
of EaxouvEijG 75.5
'AUEVUOTIG, s. of nEToaüpic
45.2
' A U E [ , f . of Tfipoc S2.8
'AUU( ) , s. of neTEToui-s,
f . of lUapafïA., gf. of
WaTE 93.5
'Auut SO. 8
'AUCÙVLOS 52.3; 65 .4 ; see
also Aupi'iA.i.os 'A.
'AvôeoTâs, s. of S . [ 82.5
'AvTuAecov, f . of
80.3
' AVT( ) see raiOQ 'AVT(
'Andône, s. of Wevaev.[
7S.3
'ATTLOÛV 39.3; 40.4
- , f. of 'Auàptov 81.3
- , f. of Oôouvxùvône 81.1
'ATioPuvâploe 5.30; 20 .4-5
Î7.3-4
(?)., f. of NN 2S.1
'ATioAAwvioe 92 .3
12.3,7
mother; gm. = grandmother; w. =
' AnoXwv L TT) 83.2
'ATTCÓVLOS 8 . 33 , 38 , 45 , 49 , 53
Au. [ , see 'IOLIÀLOC A.
'Apaos 9.12
'Apuavós 8.4; 2 3 . 6
- f. of MàEuuoe 8.21
'APUO.LOS, f. of BTiaapLüiv
75 .4
'ApuuOai.£ 89. l
'ApTTafjai£, f. of Aéxuos,
gf . of 'Ay.evptJ5oL£ 49.2
'ApnoHpas 65.5
1Apnoxpâc 5.4; 2 2 . 5 , 6
'Apaunate 67.4
- , f. of nXflvue 73. 4
'ApuüöriG 14.5
'APXL&I .OÇ, f. of rieuuaöe
79.10
'AaxXSs, s. of navas 40.l
'AaxXeua, m. of Wavavcöc
Ttpea3UTepo£, gm. of
nexüaie 65.5
2 . 2
2 7 . 6
69.20,30
'ATpfiQ, s. of 'ApTt( ) 93.10
'AuœvtOQ 53.3
navuaxoQ 55.3-6
A[ 69.16
A . . . u . [ 72.13
BapßuXXos, s. of 'Epueöe
10.1
BfjxLG 9.1
- , s. of Kaxouvn 69.2
Bnaaputdv, s. of 'Apyatos
79. 4
Bri [ 69.17
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rd.LO£, s. of nenüai,£ 76.1
' A V T ( ) Eûôatucov
51 . 1
see OaTpfJc ô xal A.
Aéxuo£, f. of 'AuEvpöais,
s. of "Aprtafiaus 49.2
f- of SEVXÜvaLS S3. 2
6. S
- , s. of Tiôofïe 10.2
A I Ô L U L , d. of Kaai[ 15.15
ALOVOOLoe 16.2
A L O V [ 69. 16
Apàncùv 5 . 6 5 , 6 9 , 7 3 , 7 7 , 8 1 ,
85,89
A[, f. of *aflpLQ 61.5
A[, f. of «ôou&vôns, gf- °f
ACXXE( ) 73 .7
'ETUÓVUXOS 22.1
'Epévvios 16. 3-4
'Epi EUS, f. of BapßiAAoe
20. 7
- , f. of ' IUOUÖTK 51.3
- , s. of neTEXÖvoLQ 56. l
'Epuîas 5.3; 9.3
- , s. of IleTeapofïpLs, gs.
of T£2poe 37.1
'EPULVOS 13. 9 ; see also
'loOXtoe 'E.
'Epoe 83.5
'EpoÜQ 83.4
' E O U L V L S / f - of Tßpoe, gf .
of nopueoorie vecdTEpoc
43.2
'Eaouflpue 62.1
see râioç 'AVT( )
7 9. 3
' E . . . a ( ) 6.6
3.2
'HpawAfis, f. of MoOpos
'HpcwAuavoc 25.1
6auo ( ) , f. of
10.3
Ouvvf ja iQ 85.10
s. of
25.1
91.1,12
'IUOÛ&TIS, f. of
XpàTTiC 51.3
- , s. of 'EpieOs 5 2 . 3
- , s. of NN 47.2
' lOLOupoc 0 . 6 4 , 6 8 , 7 2 , 7 6 ,
8 0 , 8 4 , 8 8 , 9 2 , 9 6
' IOUÀLO. nouACva 75.11
'IOIJÀLOS ATT. [ 15.18
'louAuos 'EpuCvos Î4.15
'loûAioc NN 14.3
'louAioe EEprjvr) [ 14.14
' louAios, f. of IlETao 75.6
. [ 69 .5
KcxHÓvn 72 .5 ,8
KaKOUvri, m. of Bf jwis 69.2
KaAaaüptQ, f. of KaAaaCpiQ
67. 1
- , s. of KaAaaupie 67.1
Kauf lTLS, s. of 6auo ( ) 10.3
- , s. of Wevxûvaic 52.3
Kauuar L s 72 .14
Kan L TUV 8 S . 3
Kap [ 82.5
Kaai. c S 9. 9
Kaai [ , f . of A i Ô L U t 15.5
KécpaAos 37.5
0 . 6 6 , 7 0 , 7 4 , 7 8 , 8 2 , 8 6 ,
90
s. of K[ 62 .7
KoAAaaai 55.21
KoAAoOÔLç, s. of rtToAeucxCos
80.2
KouaAau [ 52.3
KOÛAELOQ, s. of 'ßptcov 79.9
Kpóvuos 36.3
KupiAAäe 23.5,10
Ku[ 53.5
K. ( ) 56. 3
K[, f. of KOKOunS 82.1
AaxE ( ), s. of
gs. of A[ 73.7
AoAoÜG, f. of TEÖ£ 79.8
35.1
f . Of ] . O£ 7 2 . 6
INDICES 91
MdKdpi-OG 32 .2
MavpfiG, f - o f [ . . . ] . p L G 4 .2
MàgLUOG 9.9; 13.7; 17.5
- , s. of 'APLO.VÓG 5 .2 7
MaouÜG 55.4
M e y ( ) , s . of 4[ 4 9 . 4
Méuvwv, f. of ŒoouûvôriG 90.1
MEOOufjpLG 63 .26
MouvaTiavÓG 5 . 6 3 , 6 7 , 7 1 , 7 5 ,
79,83,87,91,95
MoOpOG, s. of 'HpaxAfiG 79 .3
NetAos, f. of TßpOG 79 .7
N E L A t ù V , f. of nAEAoÜG 79.11
- , f. of Eapanduuwv 79.6
NsppnG 9.13
NECpCüTLCXVÓG 1 2 . 4 , 8
NEXOavoüiiLG, f - of 'QpOG
57.2
NEXôUW^ônG/ f- of eoTEÓG
39.1
N . [ , f . Of XEaôWTTlG 7 S . 2
13.10
' Opovücp L e 11.3
OuaAf 72.15
OûaAepâG 26.3
OtJaXepLavÓQ 70.4
OÖATILOG 9.5
OÛpOLQ 84.1
91.1
, s. of n . . [
73.2
61.6; 70 .6
- , f. of Eevt|JEVUUvöTie
41.2
- , s. of neTeuevcucpLS and
T[ 78.4
- , s. of nounpiG 76.9
naucüfj f- of ""ßpos 82.4
navaoö£, s. of T£3poe 10.4
navaueOs 57.1
- , s. of neTExövoLQ
veUTepoG, gs. of Wev-
XÜVOLQ 50. l ; 64. 2; 65.2
- , s. of WevxövaLQ 54.1
Ilavae , f . of ' AaxAas 40.1
nave L [ 60.3
navexwT( }, f. of luou,
husband of Se.. 74.2
73.6
of NN 10.5
see Aupt fALoe n.
f. of nAf jvLs
SO. 5
navoö(pL£, f . of W E V U L V L S 5.2
üavnAriou [ 63.12
nav. [ 2S.1
nav ( ) , s. of neTeuevcötpLSr
gs. of lUxcÖG 66.2
naoÖG, f. of TnpOG 10.8
naouöoLG, f - of
gf. of
nan L öu L G 13.8
nanvoüOLOG 91.3
vewTEpOG, s
( ? ) 71.5
HaaavT. [ 82.2
naofJUi-G 76.8
- , f. of I lAf jVLG 77.2
- , f . Of 20UTOÖG
79 .5
naariuf, f. of ÏIAara 14.13
. . . [ 72.11
3 .3
naooaTOG 53.6
na Tola L G 7 7 . 5
IlaTeuoucös 77 .4
5.26
s. of NN
f. of
s. of neTEUEVöcpLG 55.1-2
veÛTEpoG 50.1
4 2 . 2
Ha TÛG veÛTepoGf s. of NN 10.5
naOAoG 92 .2 -3
13.11
7 7 . 3
naoop 24 .10
76.7
9 2 . 7
f. of ràLOG 76.1
f. of nAflviG 80.2
f . of E Laó L c 76 .2
f. of TßpOG 76 .3
s. of WavavüG TtpeaßOTepOG
gs. of 'AaxAeCa 65.4
s. of ' A p x L ß i O G
79.10
6 . 3
s. of ncöOLG 93.5
s. of ' I O Ù A L O G 76 .6
( ) , S. Of ^EVO) .....
74 .4
10.6
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s. of
f. of 'EPULO.G,
npO£ 37.1
75.4; 83.7
f. of nauûvôriG,
husband of T[ 78.1
, f. of nav ( ) , s. of
IILWÜG 66. 2
, f. of IIa.Topy.oOo i. g,
gf. of SevocÓTriG 55.2
, f. of nETEuevakpLG
veónrepoc, s. of Wev-
XÖVOIG 52 .2
, f. of navaiieöQ, s. of
WEVxüvaiGr gs. of NN
55.2; 50. 1-2; 64.2-3;
65.2
s. of IIETE-
, gs. of Wev-
XÖVOLG 52.2
s. of Te [ 79 .2
f - °f ' AUU ( ) ,
gf. of IlLOpafïA., great-
gf. of WÓTE 55.5
neTEXEonoxpàTriG 46.1
- , f . o f [ . . j v u ( ) , g f .
of 'Pevauoüvue 46.3
- , s. of 'luouöriG 5 7 . 2
nETEXÖVaiG, f- Of 'EplEÜG
56.1
Ü E T E X ( ) 50. 6
I IETË[ 14.1
neTOOÏpLG S. 29, 33, 41, 44 ,
48,56
- f. of 'AuevcóóriG ^ 5 . 2
IIETPÛVLOG, S. Of TpaplQ
50.4
ÜETOOLTELS, f. Of ].ELG 72.4
HET. [ 5.3
neuop 69.6
ne ( ) 66.5
49.1; 51.6
, f. of neTEuevuxpLG,
gf. of nav( ) 66. 3
, s. of TLôoflG 45.1
f. of MTS, s. of
'AUU( ) » gs . of ÜETE-
TÖVUG 93.5
s. /d. of naanuf 14.13
69.7
s. of NcCXuv 70.11
75.3; S2 .5
s. of 'Apaif iOLG 75 .4
s. of navLTßrioöG 80.5
s. of nacrnui-G 7 7 . 2
s. of nexGaiG 80.2
s. of Weyjivog 69 .4
VEÛTEPOG/ S. Of
rnpoe, gs. of
43 . l
52.1
54.4
f. of HauœvôTiG 7 6 . 9
- , s. of W. [ 10.9
nouXïva, see ' louXta n.
npEuxi,pn[ 69.10
npivxoupEOi 70.5
npLV. . . [ 85.1
np.uvOG 9.10
Dp. [ 69.2
l 2 . 9
f. of . KoAXoöOLG 80.2
9. 8
f. of üEadTE 93.5
n..[, f. of nauovTEKUaiG
75.2
EaßtvoG 55.3
s. of NEL^CÛV 79 .6
22.1
69.11
SaropVLÀOG 73.5; 14.18; 35.5
SaxouvEÜG, f. of 'AUEVPÖOLG
TipeoßOTEpoG 78.5
- , f. of . ..vjjcus 4 7 . 1
f d. of ^ßpOG 38.1
d. Of nCXTOpUOÜolG,
gd. (?) of nsTEUEVuxpuG 55.1
SEvneßpüxi-e, ra. of NN 74.1
S EVcpoouóvoTK 89.2
SEVXÜVOLG 62.6
- , s. /d. of ATIUÜQ 65.2
2EvJjEvucóvoTiG, d. of
4 7 . 2
S E V [ 59.2
23.9
see ' loóAuoG S.
57.8
E E . . , m. of ]uou, w. of
( ) 7 4 . 2
INDICES 93
, s. of nenoaiQ 76.2
Sxon. .[ 77 .3
SK. [, f . of "*P.pOG 52.9
SOUTOÖG rtpeafïuTepos, s. of
73.5
, see AtAioG S.
43.4
35.1
TépTlos 85.1
Teüs, s. of AoXoöQ 79.8
Te [ , f. of IleTEVYÜxpTriG 79.2
7 0 . 3
25.3
3.2; 70.1
- , f. of Anui'iTpLOG 10.2
- , f. Of riLKÖS 45 .1
Tivouße[ 69.1
TuaàôLÇ, m. of
48.2
Tpäpt-G, f. of riETpcóviOG 80. 4
Tu[ 72.12
T[, m. of nauwvoris, w. of
7S.4
44.1
- , s. of A[ 6J . 5
ö wai. Aaiicov [ 78.6
4>a{ ) vewTepoe, s. of TQpos
76. S
(joouwvone ^ s. i
- f. of Aaxe ( } , s. of
A[ 73.7
-, f. of *öouüvoner s. of
naoucöa L £ 73 .6
- , s. of Méuvuv 90.1
- , s. of î>ôouûvônGf gs.
of naouwais 73.6
3>oouiitovOri£, s. of 'ATIUWV
81 .1$o..[ eo.i
O L XàuUtûV 28.1
«iXcùvoCe 23.9
d>[ 7 .3 ; f . of MEY ( ) 49 .4
XECJÖCOTTIG, s. of NN 75.2
XoAXwc 80.6
XOUCOTLQ, f. of TQpos 73.1
, f. of ]oußi 50.2
- , f. of favavûs 4S.1
- , s. of WavavöG ^S.l
, f. Of
, s. of 'AoxXELa
65.2
S 1.7
Wdie, s. of niapafiA,, gs. of
'Auu( ) , great-gs. of
93.5
. [ 63.3
Weimvos, f. of nXfivLS 63.4
WevauoOvLS, s. of [ . . ] U L ( ) ,
gs. of neTExecm.oxpd.Tri£
46.2-3
, s. of IlavoOcpiG 5 .2
63.27
vewTEpoG, s. of
Ttoädis 4 6 . 2
WEVOOLPLG 11.2
W E V O [ 63.15
\PevaevrtAfivis, s. of 'AVTL-
Aêuv 8 0.3
WEvaev . [ , m. / f . of 'Artàôriç
78. 3
WEVTaf jOLG 9.6
WEVxüvaiGr f - of KaufJTLS 6 2 . 4
- , f . of navauEÜG 5^ .2
- , f. Of IlETEUEVWCpLG r ?£ •
Of r tETEUEVüXpLG VECÜTEPOC
52. 2
- , f . Of ÜETEUeVükplG VEtü-
TEpOG, gf. of navauEÖ£,
S. of NN 53.2; 58.2;
64.3; 65.3
WEVCJ ..... , f. of ITETEapet )
7 4 . 4
Wev[ 80.2
W. [, f . of nouflpLG 10.9
, f. of KOÛXEI.OS 73.9T£3poQ 42.1; 6 4 . 4
- , f . of navaööe l 0 . 4
- , f . of riETEapofjpiG, g f - of
'Epuüas 37.2
- , f. of nopiexjoTiG vetuTEpos,
s. of 'EOULVIG 43.1
- , f. of SevßöOxLQ 38.1
- , f. of ®a( )
76.5
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72 .4
Tßpoe, s. of Aue [ 82.8
- , s. of NeCXoQ 75.7
- , s. of NEXÔO.VOUTI i e £7.2
- , s. of napw[ 82. 4
- , s. of naoOs 10.8
- , s. of nEMÖOLS 76.3
- , s. of Su. [ 82. 9
- , s. of XouÖTie 79.1
- , see nóoTOUoe os xai. T°..
'QPTIEMÖOLC 69.3
[ . . ] a X e u £ ff. 55
. . au • • 9 . l
a. .TuaTou. [ 0. 94
laxvoößuc 55.24
] . E i s , s. of riETaoLTeis
] .en. . 14.21
IEX .ÔLOQ 6. 6
] . eil/aa[ 8 .20
]nöEOTci£ ff S. 3 3
]ns 55.35
ITITELS 7 2 . 7
]dnc 60. 3
] .öcpouTOS 55.29
Une 59.21] . ie J4 .20
] . . ( . £ 14.23
] . i -uns S3. 32
JKpauna 55.32
(g)f. of NN 55.2
S- 51
25 . l
]ui{ ), f
72. 10
]ou 69.19
S. Of WaVGVCÖQ 5 0 . 2
5.16
55.23
5 . 4 0 , 4 3 , 4 6 ; 14.19
]o. . . [ 7 2 . 9
] o e pare L 34.2
] a u p L £ 55.20
. . [. . . ] O L p i [e
] .a ie 55.31
71 . 4
.60
71.6
2 4 . 1 7
ios SO. 2
.cpoç 29. l
8.58
41.1
7 4 . 2 2
o p U G f s. of Mavpflc 4.2
18. l
59.30
t ---- ] t o o [ . ] . [ 77.1
]cxpEL£ 8.36
lept,
j c p u
] ..
of
s. of
46.3
] . .u ivos 14.16
luou, s. of IIavEXCüT( ) and
Se.. 7 4 . 2
] utùvôns 50.1
. . ] .v 9.14
]vocpei.a[ 8.18
] . 0 £ , S. Of AOUKPT^TLOS 7 2 . 6
3[ fl.19
Index IV: Geographical Terms
'Ayopau 59.3
- ßoppä 40 .2 ; 4 7 . 2 ; 49.1
"Aveu Tonapxta 43.2
"Acpie 14.11; 20 . l
A L Ô Q
3.2; 7.2
'HßECov 8.3,7,29
2.4
14.10
( ? ) 2 S . 4
INDICES 95
'laeïov 8.4,8,22,30
14.12
11.1; 21.4; 62.1
Meuvoveio. 5.1; 48.1
5 4 . 4 ; 68.1
Ua.Xa.ia Kuun 0 .5 ,9 ,23 ,31
Xdpag 139.1(7)]; 45.3; 52.3;
53.3; 5 7 . 5 ( 7 ) ; 55.4
23.5
44.2
&YI.OS 91.2
"ApriQ 84.4
duo. S 1.3,7,12
ôeos 29 .5
LepeÛQ 55.1
Index V: Religion
i epos
Kpióe
EapaneCov
'Yöpnxóe
46.2; 51.2
34.4
7.3
Index VI: Official and Military Terms and Titles
(=TlpaLOL6LPV?) 2 5 . 1 0
axoueXapiPC 20.1
axóneA.p£ 8 . 3-5, 7-9 ,11-13 ,
28-31; 24.2,4,6,9-12;
15.9,13,17
.32; 22.1; 22.3
2 2 . 2
TEXuvri£ öncxxuppö Lepöv 45.1-2
37.5
( 'EpevvLou) 25 .3
54 . l
43.1-2
(óexavós) 70.5; 79.2(7)
TÔ évvóuLOv 2.1-2
50.1-2
-Snaaupoü
Lepcöv 5 2 . 2
J6.2-3; J 7 . 4
19.7
42.1; 45.1; 49.1;
50.1; 51.1; 67.1-2
oueKTtYoAüwv 8.62
TipâxTcop dpYUpuxcùv 47.1-2;
4 S . 1
npàKTcop a iTiHüv 5 7 . 2
Index VII: Prpfessipns, Trades and Occupations
[48.1]
xeunapos 22.4
Aivucpoe 37.2 35.2
(?) 72.6
02.7
35.4
2 8.5 ( ?),6
(?) 32.8-9
Index VIII: Measures and Money
(a) Weights and Measures
dpoupa 73 .3 ,5
àpTàPn 65.3; [67.4]; 76.1-9;
S2.7 ,8
- TlUpoö Ó.. 5 .3; 5 .4 ,7 ;
5 2 . 6 , [7 ] ; 52.5-7; 65 .4 ;
5 7 . 5 ; 55.5
- OLTOU a. 91.4-6
YÓUOQ 5 4 . 4 ; 55.3
KoXocpcóvuov 87.3
udTLOV 2 5 . 3
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uéxpov ÔÎHCUOV 91.9
(b) Money
PÓÖLPV 67.4
4 l . 5
35.2; 39. 2; 40.2;
4 : 2 . 4 , 5 ; 4 2 . 4 ; 43.2; 44.3;
4 5 . 4 ; 48. [2 ,3] ,4-6; 49.3;
52.3; 53.3; 54.4; 55.3;
56. 2; 57. [3] , 4 , 5; 56.2-6;
50. 4; 66 .4 ,5 ; 75.1-3;
77 .4 ,5 ; 55.2,10,11; 59.4
- àpYUpÎPU 6. 57.3-4; 5 0 , 4
- âpYUpÎPU puTtapoû 6. 4 5 . 3
- punapà 6. 4 7 . 4 , 5 ; 59.3
6uo3oAoe 39.2; 57.3; 55.6;
66.4-5
35.2; 42.4, 45.4;
57.4; 66.4-5
ÖßoAoe SO.4; 57.4; 75.5-7;
55.5
TiEVTUßpAov 54 .4 ; 55.3
05.3 ,5
TdÀavTov 9 2 . 4
TETPCÛ&OA.PV 39.2; 40.2; 48.4,
6; 53.3; 75.8
3S.2
Index IX: Taxes
ßaAavEUTLWov 39.2; 46.4;
47.3
43.2; 45.3; 52.3
3.3
êvvóui-ov 2.3
éVOLHIOV 53.2
AaoYPOUpîa 41 .2 ; 4 4 . 2 ; 4 7 . 3 ;
4 6 . 2
UEpiauóe 49 .3 ; 54.3
4 . 4 ; [ 5 0 . 2 ( 7 ) ] ;
51.4
Ai,vûcpu)V 35.2
[ ] 50.3-4
XWUaTLMÓv 39.1; 40.1; 46 .6 ;
5 7 . 5 ( )
Index X: General Index pf Greek Words
16.2
àyaôoe 22 .3
Ó.YYECOV 24.1-2(7) ,3; 31.3
â.Yt-oe see Index V
35.7
68.6
23.4-5
27.5-6; 25.2;
29,1,3,6; 32.3; 34.3;
7 0 . 6 , 7
8. 6,10, 28
25.4; 45.6; 57.3;
55.3 ,5 ,6 ; 00 .5 ,7 ,9 ;
62.5
àucpOTEpPS 34.2-3
âvi^p 10.1', 75.10-16,18
2 2 . 6
dvu S . 2 4 , 6 3 , 6 5 , 6 8 , [70 ,71] ,73 ,
7 6 , 7 8 , 7 9 , 8 1 , 8 4 , 8 6 , 8 7 , 8 9 ,
[92]; 23.1,3,5,6,8,11;
15.1,3,5,7
Ana see Index V
ô.TiaLTr|TT*iG see Index VI
ânépxouat 17.5; 19.6; 25.8
àiréxu 1 9 . 5
and» 55.2
àiTPÔLÔcoui- 2 0 . 3
anoAaußavco 22 .5
see Index VI
see Index VlIIb
dppupa see Index Villa
see Index Villa
30.2
25.2; 29.4
INDICES 97
25.8; 27.1;
30.6-7; 32 .7; 33.5-6
aûpLOV 22 .8
aÛTOs 7 9 . 5 , 6 ; 2 2 . 7 ; 23.8;
24.6; 26.4; 2 7 . 3 ( 7 ) ;
25 .4 ; 32.5; 60. 5, 7
ßaAavEUTLWov see Index IX
(?) 35.3
2S.3
Yàp 22.7; 88.9
Yévnua. [61.2}; 52.1; [53.
1]; 54 .2 ; 68.1
Yea>u£~rpïa see Index IX
YÎYVOUCU 3.5; 5.3; 5 .5 ,7 ;
3 7 . 4 ; [ 3 9 . 2 ] ; 40. 2; 43.3;
44.3; 4 5 . 4 ; 47 .5 ;
5 2 . 3 ; 55.3; 55.2; 56.3-6;
[81.7]; 62.7; 55.3; 66.4;
67.5; 5S.5; 74 .3 ; 55.6,8;
8S. 3; 91. S, 9
YiYvœaKco 2 3 . 4 ; 2 5 . 2 ; [ 2 9 . 3 ]
Y<5uo£ see Index Villa
YpauuaTeóe see Index VII
Ypàcptù 2 3 . 6 , 7 ; 31.4; 8 5 . 3 ;
91 .11
Ypea SS. l l
ôé 24.6; SS.9
ôéxa 3.5; 6.4
(6enavO£) see Index VI
6EKO.OKTCÓ 6 6 . 4
oéxouou 25 .5
6uà 30.7; 3S.1; 4 5 . 2 ; 46.1;
59.2; 62 .4 ; 7 4 . 4 ;
92. 2
ÔLdYpeicpw 35.1; 39.1; 40.1;
41.1; 43.1; 44 .1 ; 45.1;
[59.1] ; 60.1
ÔLÔCÛVU 16.1-2; 2 6 . 2 ;
2 5 . 4 , 7 ; 32.6; 35.6;
56.2; 66.5,9; 91.2
OLwauoe SS.7; cf. Ind. Villa
ôîuoupov 62.5; 91.8,9
ÔLXO.A.K.OV see Index VI lib
ôpaxu'h see Index VlIIb
ôûo 52.3; 59.3; 97.7,8;
92.5
ouoßoXoQ see Index VlIIb
ocoôexa 47.4-5
6co6é*aTO£ 61 . 7
éâv 24.6
EYÛ 23.6; 24.4,8,10; 30.3;
31.8; 32.4; 35.4(7); 84.2;
55.3,4,6; 92.2
EL 23.6; 30.3; 31.9
ELXOOL 60.4; 91.5
ELUL 31.9; 87.3
eig 2.4; [3.3]; 7.2,6(7);
16.6(7); 20.1; 21.4; 22.4;
23.5; 25.8; 31.6; [67.1];
64.1; 67.3
Eue 49.3; 53.3; 58.6; 62.5;
64.4; 65.5; 55.3
see Index VI
65.3; 66.5
ëAaiov 24.2; 26.5
(?) 29.6
(?) 36.6
êv 3.2; 7.2,4
88.8
see Index IX
Ê V O L H I O V 2 7 . 4 , 5 ; cf . Index IX
eg 55.3
ègépxoucti. 24 • 9
ÊTIEL 22 .7 ; 23.7
ETIL 3.1,2; 6 5 . 3
2 6 . 4
see Index VI
33.2,4
85.1; see also Index I
29.5
eüxoucxL [17.8] ; 23.12
23 .7 ; 3 5 . 4 ( 7 ) ; 4 6 . 4 ;
4 7 . 3 ; 48 .2 ; 4 9 . 2 ; 50.3;
51.3; 67.3; 85 .4
2 4 . 5
f |UEL£ 23.11; 65.1
?IUépa 16.1; 60.5; 72. [ 1 ] , 2 ,
3, [4] ,5-7
see Index VlIIb
5.3; 56.8
23 .4 ; 2 5 . 2 ; [ 29 .3 ] ;
30.3; 32.6
see Index V
ôTioaupoc 4 6 . 2 ; 51.2; 62.1;
[63.1] ; 56. l
LEpeÛQ see Index V
tEpÓQ see Index V
65.9
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uva 18. 5; 2 2 . 7 ; 26.6; 35.6;
85. 3
L V Ô L K T L U V see Index I
LTiTteug see Index VI
LTUIOC 17.1; 18.2
Cao£ 85.6
55.11
5 2 . 4
IS. 4-5
xaôcoç 23.6
xaAoe [ S B . 2]
Konrà l O . l
XaTOAELTOO S 1.2
xà-ra 8. 22, 64, 66, 67, 69, [72] ,
7 4 , 7 5 , 7 7 , 8 0 , 8 2 , 8 3 , 8 5 , 8 8 ,
90,91; 13.2,4,7,9,10;
15.2,4,6,14
xELTiapoc see Index VII
xeXeóco 17.3
XEVÓQ (or HO.LVÓS) 25.2
xsvTupitov see Index VI
xnXwvELOV 6 5 . 6 , 7 , 2 0 , 2 2 , 2 5 ,
26,28,31-35; 70.1,3;
71 .1,5,6,8,9, 10
x L ßap L ov 19 .2
HOIVCL>VÓ£ 70. 4; 71.4,7
XÓL£ 30.5
xoXcxpwvLOV see Index Villa
wouCDu 18. 3, A; 24.1; 26.5;
35.2,8
X.ÓPTOQ (quartus) 8. 36 , 41 , (46)
(51,56) ; 9. (5,9,13,18,22)
xóopa 24.7
xüpios 25.4; 84.2; cf. Ind. I
see Index IV
see Index IX
Àéyu 2ö. 7; 31.8
XevToax( ) 51.5
Àfîuua 53.1; 56 .2
XCvucpoe see Index VII
XOYL£OUO.L 91.10
A.ÓYOC 88.5
see Index Villa
3.2
UEVtd 2 2 . 7 ; 23.8
y.epi.ou<i£ see Index VI and
Index IX
VIEOTÓS 2 4 . 6
23 . 7; 2 2 . 4 ; 23.5
USTOXOQ see Index VI
5.1; 61 . 1
62.1; [63.1]; 6S.1
uéTpov see Index Villa
UT^V 05 .2 ,5
7 4 . 1 , 2 ; 78. 4; S5 .2
see Index IV
unxctvctpLOQ (?) see Index VII
UI.XPÓQ 22.3
UUPLÄQ 52.5
vaOXov 23.2; 52.8
VCXÛTTIQ see Index VII
vÉoe 10.5; 43.1; 48.2; 52 .2 ;
53.2; 5S.2; 64.3; 65.2;
7 ( 7 . 2 ; 76.5; 80.1
63oAO£ see Index Vlllb
ol&a. 26.6; 56.3
otvapLOV 27.7
oCvoe 23.2; 55.3
6xT(o 56.2; 55.3
ÔUOLOC 15.8,12,16; 41.4,5;
45.3,4,5; 57.3; 55.4-6;
65.1,5,8; 73.5
ôuoXoyécj 42 .1
óuoö 88.1
ôvnXàTris see Index VII
pvpua 4 9 . 4 ; 52.1; 53 .2 ;
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